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The High-I*ine area of Montana stretches from Glacier 
county on the west to Sheridan and Roosevelt counties on the 
east* It is a broad, rolling hill country running along 
the northern boundary of Montana and the United States*
Wheat ranching and cattle raising are the chief sources 
of income* the winds sweep across this broad, flat country 
and flow onward to the Great Plains section of the Worth 
American continent* The country Is sparsely settled, even 
by Montana population standards, yet there are approximately 
28,000 young people in this area, who, in the next ten years 
will be faced with the question of continuing their education 
beyond high school**
fo help these young men and woman understand what 
higher educational services they have in their state is one 
of the duties of the University of Montana* For this High- 
line country, that function is shared by northern Montana 
College, the unit of the University of Montana located In 
this area*2
11950 United States Census of Population, "Montana- 
General Characteristics," Preprint of II, Part 26, Chapter B 
(United States Government Printing Office, 1952) pp* 26-48 
through 26-57*
%niversity of Montana Bulletin, Worthem Montana 
College, Twenty-Fourth Catalog,'"IMS-$8, 1953-54, p. 14*
Administrators of Institutions of higher learning*
in recent years* have become Increasingly aware of the need
for explaining their collegefs functions to the cit!sens of
their region* They have realised the growing necessity for
a system through which their present functions and future
1plans might be brought before the public* In acknowledging 
the fact that a well-informed public will support an institu­
tion more readily* administrators thus developed a new concept 
of the role colleges should play in their services to the 
people* Hot only would it now be necessary to see that the 
eomimnlcatione media were furnished with information about 
the Institution, but It would also be desirable to establish 
an office through which the information could be channeled*
In doing this, the college would be better organised to serve 
every person in the region*
Out of this desire for more skillful handling of these 
duties has come the present-day college public service divis­
ion or individual bureaus handling some aspect of public re­
lations which are to be found in hundreds of colleges and un­
iversities in the United States*® In explaining the need for 
such a program one writer says I
Higher education stands today in peculiar relation­
ship to the public which support# it* On the one hand, 
it must satisfy the requirements of truth, which it is
•iStephen K* Fltsgerald, ’'Public Eolations! A Profes­
sion in Search of Professionals,11 Public Opinion Quarterly*
X (Summer, 1946}, p* 191*
^Benjamin Fine, College Publicity in the United States 
(Hew York I Bureau of PuElTci^onsT^eechers 'dolllsge,'' lolurafefa 
University, 1941), pp* 19-32*
presumably the desire of the supporting public to en­
courage* And on the other, it must keep the sup­
porting public advised of it# progress at every 
stage an it# pursuit ©f that goal of truth#.4,
Northern Montana College was late in establishing such 
an office on its campus* Because of former administrative 
-belief that the eeSUege should demonstrate nadministrati we 
efficiency* by returning to the state funds appropriated 
for 'various- thmngh the-' fears# little work was
done In publicity activities* Money spent was spent for 
salaries and classroom equipment and little ©1®#*^ the sit­
uation has changed considerably since the appointment of Hr* 
Im* 0* Broc&cmann as president of the Havre unit*3 He has 
recognised the value of such work by establishing a public 
Service Division*
As a unit of the University of' Montana* Her them 
Montana College ha# certain specific duties to perform*
If one is to- believe that % a  agency engaged in .public admin­
istration depend# for it# existence upon adequate understand­
ing and acceptance of its program***4 then it would follow 
that ■ every mean# of informing the public of- the education
/« ls£e*art fpg»|» M S S s s  M a a S l a(lorstan* University of Oklahoma Fress* 1942) * p*vii *
^Emest H* Bruffey# *Morthem Montana College* Po­
litical Pork-Barrel or Education Sphere*11 (unpublished t e m  
paper* University of Wyoming, Laramie, August* 1952}* p* 3.
^Appointed president January 1* It SI* by State Board 
of Education* following dimissal of 'Dr*. 0* 1*- Vend# Bogart 
who was president from 1929 to 1950*
4fhoma» B* Daniel*' ̂ Promoting Coed Public Eolations** 
Surreyt D300OT (way* 1949}* p* 165*
•4*»
program at Northern Montana Colleg® should be used*
Tax-supported Institutions of higher learning hair© 
definite duties to the people who support them if the colleges 
and universities accept their moral obligations to1 these 
supporters#
Brer since;, there were colleges people have been 
interested in them* It is natural enough that parents 
should fe© interested In the education of their children* 
natural.# too# that everyone paying taxes# part of which 
goes to education# should be concerned with the quality 
of that which they support! natural# again# that the 
good eltisem* whether parent or not# should have a 
care for the future of the civilization of which he 
is.a part
Colleges encourage- such statements# realising in them 
the desire for raising the standards of living for mankind* 
They see in them a glimmer of that same spirit which pervades 
the campus#
To promote constant action toward these alms is the 
responsibility of a college public service division# While 
Northern Montana College should provide the citisens with 
news.of its operation#, it should alee be a continuing means 
of education for them# Education of the on-eampus student la 
the first function of an institution of higher learning* but 
education of the public which supports the school is also 
of great importance#
^Public relations is coming to be recognised almost
V *  A# Macdonald* former education editor* The fewM  Times# In foreword to College Publicity in the^fniTel ©s by Beniamin Fine, op* clt*T p. vii.
%wight lillls Plackard and Clifton Blackmon# Blue^ 
print for Public Mjlatl^s {few York, hondon* Mc0raw»IlX!r Book vompany# Xnc*# 1947/, p* p*
universally as a powerful force* Its first concern Is to 
serve the public interest*** Basing bis belief on this 
statement* the writer will proceed to discuss the functions 
of the Public Service Division of Her them Montana College 
not only for the potential college students of the area but 
for the entire population of the region and in certain 
fields, for the entire state*
The writerfs aims in this thesis are toi 
1* Present the functions and purposes of Northern 
Montana College*
0* Establish the values and purposes of a public 
relations program for Northern Montana College*
3* Outline a basic public relations program for 
Northern Montana College*
4* Suggest specific steps by which the public 
relations program is being carried out at Northern Montana 
College*
Information for this discussion has been gathered from, 
various sources*
1* The general concepts of public relations In high­
er education have been collected from secondary sources and 
are used in this thesis principally as supporting and
i.lll a— .in l| in—  ....       .In'nMin M m M f  | , , ■ ■ | ■ ■'1.. «.» ■■' ■■■f — f»f» “ft ;f ■ "ft- ■ • ft ■'■ | •■■■■■ lTft -ft.j y f • ft— ' '■
1Glenn Griswold, Denny Griswold, "Public Relations—  
Its Responsibilities and -Potentialities,* Your Public Relat­
ions* (Hew Yorks Funk and Wsgn&ils Company in assoeTaTIon" 
with Modern Industry lags sine, 1040}, p* 19*
explanatory material*
2. fh© lorihern Montana College student enrollment
nmriii referred to in thin eerie hair© been made by the writer
end are based upon research don© at Horthcrn Montana College#
using available records* fh© entering Freshmen class for
each Fall quarter term for a t©m*ye&r period (lt4f*lfSl) was
used as the sample group upon whi ch to base the student
enrollment tables and pictorial maps# fhese enrollment 
«
figure surveys are arranged in several categories and m y  
be found in the.appendix*
3f ftb© Montana population statistics cited and tab* 
misted were obtained fro® the Standard late and Data Service* 
Inc# C m m m m  1 ifSl*5f*
4* fh© writer has called u p m  M s  experience as 
director of tbs Morthem Montana College fmblic Service 
Division to supply additional information about the program 
at the Havre institutIon*
CHAnsSt I
WHAT IS MSAMT m  COLLEGE PUBLIC -SERVICE*
Since the days of the little red school house, the 
educational center of a community has heen a symbol, both 
spiritual and physical, to which the people of an. area have 
turned for learning, entertainment, and advice* Long before 
Lewis and Clark** explored the region which Morthem Montana 
College now serves-, American el tisens were gathering for 
town meetings in their white frame school houses along the 
Atlantic coast* Although they lacked a term for it then, 
school administrators, in suggesting the school building be 
used for such meetings and other community events, were prac- 
ticing an unorganised form of public relations*
Idmeaters have always had contact with the public* 
Socrates taught In the market places, and thousands of people 
heard speeches of itinerant teachers In Homeric times*® These 
historical references indicate that man has always understood, 
perhaps unconsciously, the need to create good will among 
those with idiom he deals*
1Captains Meriwether Lewis and William Clark explored 
the Lcmslana Purchase in 1604*06 by order of President 
Jefferson* lost of the High-Line area of Montana was Inclu­
ded in the purchase*
%arral, o£. eit*, p* 12*
**V**
Historical Development and Definitions of 
Educational Public Eolations
Ancient schools and colleges were simple in structure*, 
they accepted students who earn* -to their doors for knowledge* 
taught them what they could*, and sent them on their way* The 
old philosophers hoped that their students would impart the 
knowledge they had gained to others not as fortunate* There 
was little general public demand for schooling for all ©ib- 
leans*
On the colonial jtaevlean scene* educational plans ar­
rived with the first settlers* As United States ©it!sens be­
gan to push their country to maturity they asked for more 
education* To uphold their belief in the American birthright 
they established a system of public education which was to 
grow to be the largest in the world*
College administrators also began to look beyond their 
campuses in viewing their institution1® services to these 
people* to longer would they sit back and wait for students 
to appear* Upon Its founding in 1754* King's College of tew 
fork City served notice upon the local. ©1 tissue by mesne of 
an advertisement In a newspaper that the Institution.wee now 
open for any students desiring instruction*^
Enrollment® began to rise and with this influx more 
people became aware of the institutions* Feeling m  obligat­
ion to these supporters* the Harvard University president*
In 1805* Issued an annual report on the Institution* Financial
1Harral* o£. ©It** p* 15*
<*»©■»
1statements were added in following years*
The spirit of allowing the general public to share In 
the mines of higher education was voiced in 1850 by William 
Sewell, fellow and senior tutor of Exeter College, Oxford*
Said Sewelli. "Though it m y  be impossible to bring the masses 
requiring education to the university, may it not be possible 
to carry the university to them?11®
These early conceptions of college public service are 
still the basis for such programs today* But the modern-day 
programs have grown in scope and method*
College publicity as such was started around the turn 
of the century# Both the University of Kansas and South** 
western University daim 1900 as the beginning date for their 
publicity office#.3 But "publicity as a separate activity 
did not arrive until 1902, when the Case School of Applied 
Science and $m&&® Milllkln University began the circulation 
of * * * • publicity material*
From this period to the present, college public service 
has continued to grow,5 It stands today as a vital part of 
any institution of higher learning* Colleges have turned to 
the teaching of the subject, a fair Indication that there is
XI M d .
Quoted In Alfred Lawrence Hall-Quesfc, The Pnlverelty
Afield* {Hew Yorks Macmillan Company, 1926), pTTI*
%arral, op* eit*, p# 15*
% ,  C* Hines and H. 0* £om&» fubllc School publicity 
(Hew York, 1923), p* 13* ,
®Plne, o£. clt.. p. 15.
demand for the program*
Evidence of the growing maturity of public re­
lations is to bo found in the increasing recognition 
of It by educational institutions* five years ago .one 
could hats counted on- his- fingers the number of col­
leges teaching public relations# even in a single 
course* Already almost one hundred educational In­
stitutions have put such courses Into the curriculum* 
It's true that a substantial number of these still 
find difficulty differentiating between public re­
lations and publicity, but the basic principles and 
practices of real public relations are being taught 
In a practical fashion by a high percentage of these 
school*•*
Definitions of college public relations are closely 
allied to definitions of public relations in general* They 
are all Involved in a "business in human emotions, guiding, 
gauging them*11®
In its broadest sense, public relations embraces 
publicity, advertising, the spoken word, and every 
other medium by which an Individual or an organi­
sation expresses itself to another individual or in- 
 ̂ dividuals* .Public relations Is more than nselling® 
or maintaining a reputation— it is high-callber public 
statesmanship that eliminates the bad and strength­
ens the good, from the top down and from the center 
out*5
In education "the public relations of any insti­
tution can safely be defined as the sum total of all the 
Impressions mad# by the Institution and the various persons 
connected with It#** Briefly, public relations Is "the
1*Griswold and Griswold, oj>* eit** p. IB*
%aaes &« Ceilings, "franklin Brill Says* Public Ha­
lations Is Putting four Best Foot forward," Editor and Pub­
lisher, &DOCX (October 23, 1948), p* 31* *
%laokard .and Blackmon, o£* clt», p# 102*
% *  Emerson Beck, "This Is Public Relations," Asso­
ciation of American Colleges Bulletin, XXX (December, W W f $ 
P * 319*
-11-
measure of prestige*3' which the Institution enjoys*
For higher education these statements indicate the 
necessity to create good will and also to contribute to the 
education of its supporters# Great value lies In carrying 
out the principles suggested by Sewell in his remarks on 
taking tbs- college to the people*^ And it is this same basic 
philosophy which is the most significant definition of what 
is meart^by college public service*
Public Eolations Applied to northern Montana. College
In comparison with some other institutions of higher 
learning* Horthem Montana College has. been tardy In creating 
definite policies of public service* Fault probably lies In 
the fact that there was no co-ordinated program until 1951* 
fhe Initial step In establishing a broad basis for the program 
should be in the field of instruction*
It would be placing the cart before the horse for 
a board and professional staff to- attempt to embark on 
a public relations program without first providing the 
best possible educational services and without adopting 
sound educational policies and meaSsures to give effect 
to. these policies*' Public relations activities may 
occur* and often must be carried out* concomitantly 
with efforts to improve education* but they can hardly 
be successful if carried on without such efforts*
W. Emerson leek* ^Public Eolations for Colleges and 
College People*1* School and Society* IdRtX (September 27*
1947), pp. 239-41*
2Supra** p. 9.
%ewell Pierce Goodrich, Paul Mianer, A? staff (editors) 
Public Eolations for America is Schools,* (Washington* 6* D*C*t 
The AmezYcanTsssoelatTon of""§ chool" Administrators, a depart­
ment -of the lational Education Association of the tlnlted States* 
1950)* p* 10S*
—12—
k well-trained ■ student can assume him post-college 
career and progress in it with more confidence than one who 
is less prepared* It follows that a first point in develop­
ing public service is to see that the student gets the best 
education possible* Sis performance after graduation re** 
.fleets upon the place of him training* If fferthem Montana 
College is to be respected by persons who employ or know its 
graduates* the college most see that these students are 
well-trained for their positions*
However* the institution must understand that It 
cannot establish excellent courses first, and then proceed 
to organise good public relations*; fhese two tasks go hand 
In hand and depend upon each other for success*
Communities have tax, social., and entertainment prob­
lems which the college can help In solving* Making avail­
able the faculty as well as the physical resources of Horthem 
Montana College is sound public relations*
Adult education and extension work Is another means 
by which Horthem Montana College can carry its work to the 
public and receive additional support while providing an 
important service* One writer says, "the extension division 
of a tax-supported Institution rihould carry university teach­
ing, university standards, and university methods of study, 
research. Investigation, and social outlook to all the people 
of the state,
1Harral, oj>. ctt.. p. 177.
These servi ees~~provldlng an excel 1 ant education for 
students, offering the facilities of the institution for aid 
in solving public problems, providing extension elaases***are 
some of the fundamental methods Berthem Montana College should 
adopt in creating good relations with the people who support 
it*
Public relations can aid the college financially* 
Mid~fw©ntieih century Americans are flooded with mamufa#* 
tuners1 advertising appeals to buy their products* The in* 
crease in monetary appeals has been a factor In the campaign 
for the doilar-**whsr® shall it be apentt Universities and 
colleges, oust face the fact that they too must appeal to- the 
public to- spend- their ttoney*»en education*^ From a practical 
standpoint it is -of the .utmost - importance for colleges to 
create a favorable impression in the minds of the citizens if 
these institutions are to .maintain public financial support*
fublic relations can also establish an esprit de 
corps in the entire college staff* College personnel are not 
satisfied unless they like their Jobs, the school, and what 
it does* After explanation of the college public service 
program to staff members, 'they should be given an opportunity 
to cooperate in carrying it out* This is mandatory if the 
pro-gram is to work for northern Montana College*2
^Fine, oju clt>* p* §,*
%avld M* Cox, ^Fublic Bel at Ions and the Individual, * 
.fublic Opinion Quarterly* XIXX (Spring, 1$*®), p* 100*
Summary
College public relations has come a long way from the 
Haw Ingland school house* Tat the schoolmasters of those 
early educational' centers laid down the.principles which 
set in motion the approach to public service now found In 
hundreds' of colleges'and universities in the United States* 
Northern Mon tarn College public relations must be 
based upon these democratic concepts If the institution Is 
honestly to serve its region* Higher education for the 
monied few alone has practically, disappeared-from the American 
sesne*' In a large'sense,.publicity and public service have 
helped In bringing education to'the millions of citizens who 
support It through their taxes and gifts*
Hot all of these people can c o w  to college* For 
those eltisens in It's service area who ©an, the Havre unit 
of the tfmivarsity of Montana should see that they have the 
chares to receive the finest' training-available in the fields 
of study which the college offers* And for the hundreds who 
cannot live the college life, northern Montana College should 
see that they receive its benefits* this can be done by 
bringing to the people of the Hlgh**iln© country the knowledge 
found -on the campus * Public service is the methodi]drcar» 
ryimg out this obligation*
CHAPftft II
HORTKSBH M O i m m  COLLEGE AID IfS PLACE II THE MOHTAHA SYSTEM
OF HIGHER M M Q m t m
northern Montana College Is the Youngest of the' six 
waits of the University of Montana* It opened Its doors 
to students September 24* 1909* sixteen years after it had 
been officially established by law*
The Thirteenth Legislative Assembly of the State 
of Montana enacted a law establishing the northern 
Montana Agricultural and Manual Training School and 
authorising the purchase from the United States Gov­
ernment by the State of Montana of two thousand acres 
of land In the Fort Assimiboim© Reservation, including 
the site and military buildings of the abandoned fort*
This act, approved March 3* 1913* provided for the 
purchase of the land and building®, and for the estab­
lishment of an Agricultural Experiment Substation at 
Fort Assinlbolnef but no money was appropriated for 
the operation of the school until the Twenty-first 
Session of the. Legislative Assembly In 1989 took 
such action*3*
As soon as fund# were mad® available the college In 
cooperation with the State Board of Education and University 
Chancellor 1* A* Brannon made plans for the establishment ©f 
two-year courses in liberal arts, professional, and pre-pro­
fessional training* Dr. 0. H* fande Bogart, of Hlbblng Junior 
College, was appointed president and served until 1950* He
■*TJniv«rslty of Montana Bulletin* northern Montana 
College, Twenty-Fourth Catalcg* ‘1C¥SI-SS* 1963-84, pp, 11-12*
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was succeeded by Dr* I*. 0* Brockiaann**
The college was not established on the Fort Asslnl-
boine lands originally set aside for Its location* instead
it was first located in the east end of Hews High School,
that space being leased from the city* The donation by the
city of Havre of certain park areas in the southeastern
section, of the city brought establishment of the college In
Havre* fhe college is located upon this land and additional
acreage purchased in recent years*^
As one of the six units of the University of Montana,
northern Montana College has certain specific duties to per*
form* President £»« 0,. Brookmann outlines- these functions in
the college catalog!
1* General Bducat!on— f his has a dual purpose* 
General education should contribute to the- personal 
growth and development of students and to the pre­
paration of students to assume active citizenship 
responsibilities* Courses at Herthorn Montana Col­
lege which contribute to this function include psy­
chology, sociology, history., science, music, and 
art* This general education function of northern 
Montana College' is primarily for the purpose of ser­
ving those students who come here from the northern 
section of the state* Other students may be inter­
ested in taking these courses, too, 'and are encouraged 
to do so*
2* Fre-professloral— In carrying out this function, 
northern Montana College continues to prepare students 
in such fields as pre-law, pre-medicine, pre-engine­
ering, and many others * * * * The length of the course 
depends primarily upon when the student wishes to 
transfer to other units of the University of Montana 
or to some school outside the state * * * * This function 
of Korthem Montana College would be like the first In 
terms of area serviced, i*©*, the students come 
here primarily from the northern part of the state-*
^1 bid*, p* 12 
2Ibid.
mYfm
3* Elementary Teacher Preparation— This Involves 
a two-year and a three-year program with the primary 
emphasis on the two-year work for certification to 
teach on the elementary level* The elementary teacher 
preparation is also an area function for students 
who live in this region of .Iontana.
4* Vocational-Teehnloal or Semi-Professional—
This is a relatively new function for northern Mon­
tana College# although some work in this area has 
been done for many years* Courses In this field are 
set up primarily on a two-year basis# leading to 
employment rather than to additional college pre­
paration* There are many occupations in this field# 
possibly as many as on© hundred# northern Montana 
College expects to develop approximately fifteen In 
the years ahead* It now has courses in practical 
nursing| drafting! auto mechanics| general# legal# 
and medical secretaryship. This general function 
serves the entire state of Montana, for Horthem 
Montana College Is the only unit of the University 
having as on© of its major functions the preparation 
of young people In these fields*
5« Guidance— The guidance of youth is a vital 
function for a college such as northern Montana*
111 young people ought to have the opportunity to 
take rather comprehensive batteries of aptitude 
tests to help them find the right vocation* They 
should also have the'help of counselors trained in 
the guidance field * * * • northern Montana College 
is especially interested in young people# their 
growth and development * * • •
6. Extension and Cor re spend© nee Courses— Corres­
pondence work is offered at the college between 
October 1 and dun© 1 of each year * . •  • Cpon request 
by a sufficient number of people# extension courses 
are taught on the campus and in nearby towns * * * *
These courses nay be taken for college credit or 
self*Improvement•1
For purposes of discussion as well as application these 
six functions should be divided Into two categoriesI (1) the 
college curriculum# (2) other functional duties growing out 
of this curriculum*
XIbld.. pp. 12-14.
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deneral education courses are subjects included In 
tbs pre-professional field* Although the general education 
function is designed for'those student# who want only two 
years of higher education# and pr a-prof esa1onal -courses are 
for students who want to continue for a degree# the subjects 
are. much the same* For clarification then* general education 
will be considered under the pre-professional field In 
discussions In this thesis•
The guidance function is a counseling duty which the 
college offers its students and the area*
Extension and correspondence courses grow out of the 
college curriculum* They are not a separate field of Instruct* 
Ion*
In considering these six functions it can be said thatt 
1* The northern Montana College curriculum includes 
elementary teacher preparation* two-year pre-profes s 1 onal ed­
ucation# and vocational-technical training in two-year courses 
leading to employment#
2* Out of these three basic fields of study hare come 
related functions such as general education# guidance* and 
extension and correspondence courses*
The Functions of northern Montana College as delated 
To Cther Units of the University of Montana
These six purposes are related to those of other units 
in the University of Montana* for the Montana system of higher
**10«*
education* by official definition# is eonaid©red on© univer­
sity*1
This was not always the ease* fh© Third Leg! slat It© 
Assembly of the State of Montana# In February, 1893, enacted 
laws providing for the establishment of four Institutions 
of higher learning. This followed an Act of the Uni ted 
States Congress# approved February 18# 1881, dedicating for 
university purposes in Montana# seventy**two sections of the 
public denalxu& The four Institutions established were©
1, Montana State University at Missoula# Today this 
unit provides educational training In the liberal Arts and
in the professional schools of Law, Pharmacy, Forestry, Jour­
nalism, Music, Mainess Administration# and Education#®
2, Montana State College at Bozeman, The agricul­
tural college for the state# the Bozeman 'institution also 
offers degrees in Engineering, lorn© Economies, and Hurslng#
It also is headquarters for the State Agriculture Extension. 
Service**
3* Montana School of Mines at 'Butte# Here are taught 
courses In mineral engineering# The school Is the headquart­
ers for the State Bureau of Mines .and <toelogy«s
1Ibtd., p. 11*
2Ibld,
jtbld, Inside front cover*
4Ibld.
sIMd.
4* Western Montana College of Education at Billon* 
This unit offers two-year ana four-year training in Elementary 
Teacher Education, and two-year pro-professional education*!
Until the enactment, in 1913, of Chapter 92 of the. 
laws of the Thirteenth Legislative Assembly the first four 
Institutions were considered independent and were administer­
ed by the local executive boards under general supervision of 
the State Board of Education* The 1915 laws combined the 
four institutions into the University of Montana "under the 
executive control of an officer whose title was Chancellor*1,2 
fhen'; cam®' establishment of two m o m  units?
1, Eastern Montana College of Education, established 
March 12, 1995, and located at Billings, offers the same 
course of study as Western Montana College of Education*^
2* northern Montana College at Havre *
These two new units together with the original four 
comprise the University of Montana and are under control of 
the State Board of Education which "is the administrative 
agency of the.State government charged with general control 
and supervision of the institutions of Montana1® system of 
higher education*
1Ibid*
% b l d *» p* 11*
5Ibid*» inside front ©over*
% h e  Gommi salon On Keorganl gat ion of State Government 
of 'the State of Montana* Beport to the Thirty-Third Le^islat- 
lve Assembly— January 1955 Wutte* McKee Frintirig Compmiy,
W m T $ pr©«u
Centralized control and direction of the Greater Un­
iversity of Montana has been handled sine# 1915# under diverse 
administrative circumstances, from the Office of the Chancel­
lor in Helena* The statutory provision for this office states:
* * * * The Board must appoint an executive head 
of the University of Montana and fix his t e w  of office 
and salary# and shall prescribe generally his powers 
and duties* Such executive shall be ex-offlclo a 
member of the executive board of each of the state ed­
ucational institutions# but shall not be or act as 
president of said board# and he may, in his discretion 
attend each meeting of each of said executive board# 
and confer and co-operate with such boards# and per­
form such other and further duties as the State Board 
of Education may prescribe*'*
But there has not always been a Chancellor* Since 
the e s tabl 1 shin©ntof the office# four men have served in 
that capacity for a total of twenty-three of the forty years*
The University of Montana ha# had four chancellors*
Dr* Edward C* Elliott, 1915 to 19951 Dr* Melvin A*
Brannon# 1923 to 19331 Dr. Ernest 0. Meiby# 1943 to
1944,| and Dr* George A* Seiko# who was appointed 
April 8, 1946# and resigned December 1* 1950* During 
the period from 1935 to- 1943# when no chancellor was 
appointed# the work in the office of the University
of Montana was directed by Dr* -I* H* Swain# executive
secretary# and# after his death# by Miss Dorothy 
Green,*®
The University of Montana has not had a chief execut­
ive since the resignation of Dr* Seiko three years ago* The 
1951 Legislative Assembly effectively eliminated the actual 
appointment of a person to fill the position by stating In 
the University appropriation bill that *it Is further provided
1Sub-sect!on 12# Section 75-107, Devised Codes of Mon­tana 1947*------------------------------- ---------------------
% n i varsity of Montana Bulletin# Montana State Univer­
sity 1951-55 Catalog Is-sue and 'Uffieial Directory Mst# p. 17.
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that the appropriations contained herein shall not he used 
for salary and expenses of a chancellor of the Greater Univsr- 
slty of Montana*”** The 1900 Legislative Assembly abolished 
the office and made the executive secretary of the State 
University system an executive officer of the State Board of 
Education*®
today actual leadership of the- Greater University of 
Montana rests In the Council of University Presidents* com* 
posed of the presidents of the Six unit®* which has function­
ed since 1930 a® a group- which .^consults with and advises the 
'Board of Education on matters of common interest and concern 
among the various units*”3
The substitution for the Chancellor^ office of a 
liaison position among the six units, places additional leader­
ship responsibilities for state-wide policy upon this council* 
It also gives added importance to the need for an efficient 
and capable State Board of Education*
The Area Which Wortham Montana College Serves
The Council of University Presidents, in March, 1948*
*I©uae Bill Humber 460, Section 5| Lays* Resolutions 
and Memorial® of the State of Montana passed ISy theTRSrEy**"^ 
s e o o n r T e H s T a W v T T y i n  'regular session* (Helena!
State Publishing Company* 1951), p, 687*.
%ub*tltute Senate Bill Humber 810, Section 1. Laws
of the Thirty-Third Legislative Assembly of the Stats of 
Montana* 1953*
% h e  Commission on Reorganization of Stats Government 
of the Stats of Montana, og* ©it*, p* 64*
approved division of the state into specific areas for the
teaching of extension course# on the junior college level as
well a# preparation for elementary teaching* laeh unit* with
the exception of the Montana School -of Mines# was directed to
provide extension worlc on the Junior college level, in counties
surrounding its location* Northern Montana College was 6s s*
Ign&ted to provide such services to fifteen counties in the
1northern area of the state*
the three colleges offering training for elementary 
teaching~**W«stern Montana College of location* Eastern Mont* 
ana College of Education* Northern Montana Oollege~~hav© divi* 
4ed the. state into three sections* each college serving the 
area surrounding its location* these two decisions have re* 
suited in less duplication of extension, classes, and also have 
helped to solve the problem of distant travel for instructors* 
the Ihrtbsrn Montana 'College areas are*
I* For Elementary teacher trepanation* the counties 
of Blaine, Cascade* Choteau* Daniels, Flathead* Glacier, Sill* 
Judith Basin* liberty, Mneoln* Phillips, Pondera* loosevelt* 
Sheridan* feton* tools* and Valley.
2, For Junior College Courses* the counties of 
Blaine* Cascade* Choteau# Daniels# Glacier* iiXX* Judith Basin* 
liberty* Fhillips* Pondera* loosevelt* Sheridan# teton# fools* 
and Valley*
1Infr&,, Appendix B, M*p X%  p, 150> 
zXnfr*,, Appendix B, Map II. ̂ p> 151#
Th© areas are the same except that Mncoln and Flat- 
head ©©unties are Included only for the training of elementary 
teacher#* Montana State University at Missoula serves these 
tee counties in extension work for junior college instruction*
Further interpretation hy the northern Montana College 
aiitlmistretiofi of these .districting decisions has defined the 
institution1® extension areas as the area the college serves 
in it* educational program*.1 These seventeen countiee («*«* 
tng the basis of districting for elementary teacher pre-par at* 
ion) are, in practice* the area which northern Montana College 
serves* One exception is wade* fits voeatiOnal*techni eal 
training program is designed for the entire- state of Montana 
since no other unit of the University system offers such 
courses*
fhe seventeen counties of the area run from the mount* 
aim-forested Mncoln and Flathead counties m  the western, or 
Idaho* herder# across the northern part of the state- to Shop# 
idan and Hoosevolt counties on the eastern* or forth Dakota 
line* Ixcept for- Mncoln and Flathead counties the area 1# 
on the eastern side ©f the Continental divide and is * included
^Mncoln and Flathead counties are included in all 
fort h e m  Montana College services with the exception of ex*' 
tension courses in junior college' study* Montana ■ State Un­
iversity provides this service .for that area* For Mncoln 
and Flathead county students wishing preparation in elementary 
teaching ©r vocational-technical training* forthem Montana 
College Is the unit serving this area* Montana State Cniwar** 
city serves the area In the pre-professional education field* 
But .students may naturally go 'idie.ro they wish*
in th® Great Plains, or the seml-arid region of the foot
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* * # * (1) the spars© population* not center*
©d in and spreading out fro®. ’Tillages but spread out 
over the sections and half-sections * * » • (2) the 
variety of racial origin in many districts* making 
difficult the growth of a sense of community! and 
(3) the prevalence of the money-making motive with 
the objective of moving elsewhere when enough money 
had been made# Sid©-walk farming and winters in 
California are Important evidence • * • **
The state-wide topographical* economical, and: socio­
logical problems are similar to those of this northern region 
with the exception of the mountain area of Western Montana# 
There* valley faming* mining* and lumbering are Important
eeonomic factors# Agriculture* is however* the chief ©ecu-
2pation of Montana'1© population#
The Type of Student at Northern Montana College
A study of the student enrollment figures at northern 
Montana College provides a sound basis for understanding the 
types of students who come to the lavre college# Research 
Indicate©I
1# Total enrollment ranged from a low of 102 in 1944 
to a high of 387 in 1949.3
2# Wearly all of the students com© from the northern 
counties of the ©tat©*4
3# The greatest number of these students listed their
^Carl F* Kraenzel and others* op# ©it#* p# 52#
%9S0 United States Census of Population* "Montana- 
General Characteristics*w og* pit## pp* 26-32#
5Inf ra*» Appendix A* Table 3^ p. 108*
4Infra** Appendix A# Tables II-XIs Aooandix B. Maos XIX—XII* P?7~Tlt-26; pp. 153-61.
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1parent#1 occupation a# agricultural* Bailroad and lathering 
class families provided the next highest enrollments* Student#, 
whose parents wore in business, the professions* or govern* 
ment counted for only a small number of the total enrollment*
4* More students, studied Elementary Teacher Prepara­
tion than any other curriculum offered*8 Business administra­
tion and secretarial selenee majors were the next highest in 
number*
5. More students enrolled in the Pre-Professional 
curricula transferred to other institutions for additional 
training than did those in Education or the Vocational-Tech- 
nical f i e i a s . 3 this is not suprlslng, but the greatest an- 
rollment was not in the Pre-Professional curricula*
6* Fewer than 50 per cent of the students completed 
two year® of education at the Institution* The majority of 
students who withdrew from college did so by the beginning of 
their second year*4,
V* nearly 'three-quarters of the .students are engaged 
in post-college work related to their sours* of training at 
the Institution* Most of these students still live In Montana.* 
with those who studied Education being the highest number still 
in the state,*®
1 Infra** Appendix A, Table XXVj p#
2IWd., Tables XII-XX^ p. 181-30.
3Ibld.. Table XXIi;^. 134.
4B M *  » Table XXIV p. 131.
5Xbld.» Table XXr/,.p. 138,
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The majority of northern Montana College students 
generally can be characterised m  ones who come to Havre from 
nearby areas* whose homes have been connected with farming* 
ranching * or a union activity* said whose chief education 
interests are in' teacher training* secretarial work* or the 
physical sciences.*. Hearly half of the students complete only 
one year of education beyond high, school* and then leave col* 
lege to settle In Montana* this is perhaps too broad and 
simple a summarisation* But it does lend emphasis to the fact 
that northern Montana College students come from small com­
munities or farms* like to go home whenever possible* have 
strong ties with their surroundings* have led a rather simple* 
unsophisticated type of social life* and are interested in 
securing employment* rath or than additional education* after 
their training*
Study of these figures by the so'llag# administration 
may indicate weaknesses in the iertherr Montana College prog­
ram, although no answer is readily available* college offic­
ials should try to find out why there is little enrollment 
in the pre-professional curricula* and why most students do 
not complete their two-year training programs* The Institu­
tion can be improved by finding answers to these guest ions* 
and then taking steps to solve the problems* The writer sug­
gests that the college administration provide for a further 
study of such statistics and that* after such research* a 
definite program be established to improve the' situation* In
—29—
the meantime the Northern Montana College public service 
division should continue to reduce these weaknesses by means 
outlined in this thesis*
The generalisations about the type of students who 
come to lorthern Montana College can aid the public service 
director in under standing the students with idiom he is deal­
ing in'his programs*- there are* of course,* exceptions but all 
Members of the college staff would benefit if they understood 
these basic points about the students with idiom they deal*
from a study of these figures and a background know­
ledge of the area* college staff members can direct their 
■approach to students* Courses can be correlated with the 
students * baekjpNnmd* campus activities planned in relation 
to students1 knowledge*^ Cooperation of the college guidance 
bureau in explaining the psychological, value of such an ap­
proach can help In laying a foundation for staff recognition 
of the good in this method*
As a means of good Individual public relations* staff 
members should be able to discuss the region from which the 
students ccaae* In the opinion of the writer, northern Montana 
College students like their home areas* Ihey resent it when 
their friends and acquaintances do not appreciate the region* 
This does not m e m  that college staff members should
%h«n possible, courses in English* history, govern­
ment* economics* sociology* and education use the regional ap­
proach to create and hold student Interest* Attempts are made 
to localise dramatic .and music activity by explaining the co­
urse relationship to the individuals* Bhd results are the 
same but students seem more interested from the beginning 
when this approaches used*
necessarily embrace the area a® their own# or eliminate all 
others# Sfor dees It indicate that professors# In teaching* 
should emphasise northern Montana* But it does seem advis­
able that college personnel have an understanding of the 
students1 background* fhls is not only a common m m ®  appro­
ach to better teaching but also practical public relations#
Th® Value of the Bertharn Montana College Physical 
Plant in Public Relations
the- first classes taught at Morthem Montana College 
were not held on the campus presented to it by the city of 
Havre# there was little money for permanent construction 
during the early years of the institution* When the college 
opened its doors to students for the first time* in September* 
1029* classes were held in temporary quarters in the high 
school, building in Havre* The library was located in the 
basement of the First Presbyterian church* these two leased 
quarters were used for all instruction during the first three 
years the college was in operation* Other buildings were 
slowly made availables
1* Seat Hall* Opened in 1932*' this building was 
originally the old water pumping plant for the city of Havre* 
Located on the campus * the structure was presented to the col­
lege* fetensive renovations and additions were made by the 
institution and Hast Hall became the first campus building.*^
^University of Montana Bulletin* northern Montana 
College, fwenty-fourth Catalog* WSj-BI* 1953-54# p*, it*;.
foday it.houses the music and Art departments* offices of the
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is currently being. remodeled to provide additional laboratory 
spas# for physios and biology*
fbs departments of education and secretarial science 
sill be moved to Cowan Hall this summer* thus leaving room'
M
It©g«Hc*14©gO<Ui"5WI*0r-tA§43I*oJ10
r* 
St SI *81 *<*
*̂3
recreation hall, this building was moved to tbs campus and 
opened for use in September* 1948*^ ft contains two class** 
rooms used for Irigltsh and education courses in addition to­
rn lounge# a student cafeteria# reading room* conference row# 
offices of the school paper and annual* and the recording 
studios, of the public Service division*. A student book store 
is to b© installed- in one of the classrooms during the Summer 
of 1988,
5* Automotive Mechanics' Building, The newest of the 
structures now in use* this building was completed in jann&ry# 
1958,® it is the first building to be designed for on© - of 
the fields-of study- in the vocstional^te-clanlcal curricula, 
facilities Include a complete garage and an engine shop* A 
future addition will provide space for classrooms and a two- 
year auto 'body program' of instruction,
8# Cowan Hall* Partially completed during the Summer 
of 1955*^ this three-story structure will house classrooms* 
laboratories* the library# and administrative offices** Only 
the first two floors have been completed for occupancy this 
summer* Back of funds prohibited finishing- the third floor. 
The- moving of' the library into this building will bring a H
aX M d «. p. 15.
3Cowan Hall vaa accepted by the Montana State Board
of Saeamlmers July 7# 1955 *aa the newest building on the Worth*- 
era Montana College campus,,l {Croat Falls Tribune* July 8* 1985) 
F# S*
University of Montana Bulletin, Worthem Montana Cel- 
lege* fawutywfwrtfe Ifotal®^, 19fi*IS# l983-84 *. p, 18* 1#,
*•53**
the college depar tmsmts onto the campus proper* The library
has been located in the basement of the First. Presbyterian 
church since the allege was started in 1929,
'• 7* Donaldson Hall, Women students live In this 
WFA-financod dormitory which was completed In September* 1930,& 
It Is equipped to accommodate 110 women,
S*. Hen*# Residence M h  the old M i l  County Poor 
Farm dormitory* this structure was moved to the campus in 
1941 and opened for use In January* 194% after the addition 
of a third floor* It was remodeled in 1951* the building 
accommodates SO isem*^
9* Campus Shops* Storage M il dings* the maintenance 
crew has its headquarters in a' one^story structure which Is 
used for storage of property and equipment* A vehicle storage 
'building* completed In 1951* has been used as a temporary class** 
room building for history and political' science for the. past 
two years*, these departments will be moved be Cowan Hall In 
the Fall of 1955* and the vehicle storage structure used as 
an automobile garage*
All of these buildings are situated on the central 
area of the campus acreage* Landscaping is now in progress 
on an extensive scale-by college .groups and civic organis­
ations#^ M b  tie work was dens in landscaping until 1951*
Since that time lawns have been put in around most of the
: Ibid*'.*, p* 12* 15*
2 ib ia .
3Ibid,, p. 15.
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buildings, the principal campus roads paved, sidewalks laid# 
street lighting installed, tod trees planted# Such physical 
iisprovestots of the land are recognised by the present admin** 
latration as a- necessary part of the public,, relations program* 
The appearance of the campus makes to Impress ion to 
the visitor# If buildings and grounds are neat tod trim, he 
leaves the campus pleased with the appearance* Students also 
like bo'work in pleasant surroundings, and in 'the opinion of 
the writer, 'they take pride in a clean physical plant#
The college administration share# this belief a# do 
other staff members * The faculty campus Improvement commit* 
tee meets regularly with the president to study plans and make 
suggestion#- for keeping the buildings and grounds in good 
condition*. Flan# for new landscaping tod: building are checked 
carefully by these' staff member# to. see that they blend with 
present topography and structures* the president personally 
.supervise# physical plant improvements during their Installat­
ion to see that they add to the overfall campus beautifi­
cation plan#*
The greater part of the campus acreage is yet to be 
utilised* The athletic department ha# surveyed some of this 
.area for use a# an athletic field, but actual construction will 
depend upon additional appropriations*
Future building plana show a gymnasium a# first to the 
list* In April, 1&53, northern Montana College student# ap­
proved a |i permanent building fee charge to be added to
-3 5 -
their regular quarterly fees*1 This money has bean pledged 
by the administration to be used in helping to finance con­
struct Ion of a gymnasium* At the present time the college 
rents the Havre High School gymnasium for Its athletic program* 
Also high on the construction list is completion of 
the third floor and the little theatre in Cowan Hall* Other 
proposed structures include a new residence hall for men# a 
large auditorium, a museum, and individual buildings for 
the specialised fields of study in the vocational-technical 
curricula*
The northern Montana College Fields of Study
A study of the curriculum at Merthera Montana College 
lends added emphasis to the three curricular functions of the. 
institution— elementary teacher preparation, pre-professional 
education, vocational-technical training#**
As a result of its educational offerings Northern 
Montana College has specific connections with the other five 
units of the University of Montana for the institution sends 
many of It© students on to these other units for further ed­
ucation*
The Havre unit 1® the Junior college in the system 
since it has no degree-granting departments* In elementary 
teacher training, northern Montana College Is closely allied
XTha KoBoCo. May 14, 1953, p, 1.
%upra., pp. 2-4,
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to the two colleges of education since they offer four-year 
work in this field* northern Montana College Education 
students may transfer to on® of these units to complete their 
degree* However* students who complete two years of training 
in elementary teacher preparation receive upon their graduat- 
ion the ileaentary State Certificate *whleh qualifies the hold­
er to teach In grades one to nine inclusive* in any city or 
rural elementary school in Montana for a period of two years 
and can be renewed for five years more***.
Connection with the other three units is in the pre- 
professional field* Wortheyn Montana College offers the first 
two years of study in liberal arts courses* Students wishing 
third* fourth* and graduate years of study In professional ~ 
field® may transfer to other school# or other units of the Un­
iversity system for that training*
the college stands alone in vocational-technical train­
ing* for northern Montana College is wthe only unit of the 
University of Montana having as one of its major function® 
the preparation of young people in these field®**® In this 
capacity the college serves the entire state of Montana* The 
vocational»teohnical curricula is organised for a two-year 
training period leading to employment rather than to additional 
college preparation*
^northern Montana College * Opportunity for Youth (a 
guidebook to answer questions about Wortherri Montanav "Soilage* 1952)* p* IS*
University of Montana Bulletin* Horthem Montana Col­
lege, Twenty-fourth Catalog* 1952-53* 1953-54* p# 15.
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fbase vocat ional-technieal fields of study -are estab­
lished on the premise that *manj students desire some educa­
tion beyond the high-school level* but do not wish to go to 
school for four years#
lorthern Montana College offers two fields of study 
for its service area* and one for the entire state#
For the northern Montana areal
1# Elementary School Teacher Preparation Cur­
riculum*
11# Fre-Frofesslonal-yunior College Curricula.* 
Agriculture, Business Administration, Chemistry, 
Dentistry, Idueation* Engineering, Forestry, Horn© 
loomomlcs-. Industrial Arts, Journalism, Daw,
Liberal Arts, Medical Technology, Medicine, Mining, 
lurstrg, Pharmacy, Social Sciences#®
And for the entire state of Montana#
III# Yoc&tlonal-Teehnical Curriculai Auto Me­
chanics, Drafting, General Secretaryship, Legal 
Secretaryship, Medical Secretaryship, Practical 
MUralng#*''
lew additions to the ¥ocational-Technieal curricula 
include distributive education* and a two-year course in 
carpentry and construction, scheduled to begin in September, 
1953#
Summary
Based upon studies of the enrollment figures* m l -
Northern Montana College* Opportunity for Youth, 
op* clt** p* 32#
%niversity of Montana Bulletin# Horthem Montana Col* 
Twenty-fourth Catalog# Itil-fS'i'T^bS-Si* p# 44.
3Ibid#
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imgs of the boards which govern the institution* and the cur­
riculum of the unit# it appears that the chief duty of Werth- 
era Montana College is to serve tbs Hlgh-Mne country of Mont** 
ana* Most of the students hairs com© fro® this ©am® area* Some 
hair© gone on for additional ©ducation* hut th© majority found 
employment in their chosen fields after studying, at Wortham 
Montana Collage*
It is still too early to Judge the effect of the 
Tooattonsl-teotalefti training courses upon the institution1© 
place in Montana higher education* As the only state insti­
tution offering such education.* Wortham Montana Collpg© 
should see that it. ear ires all of Montana in this field* In 
recognising these three educational functions* the college 
should rely upon, .guidance* extension woilc* and general ed­
ucation as additional means of implementing all of its serric.es* 
And as on© of th# units of a state-wide university 
system it not only should accept and carry out Its Individual 
assigned functions* but should also promote the activities of 
the other units*
o m m m  xii
T M  PUBLX6 HBLAf xom PBO§MM OF 
IBlTffKHIf MBITAM (H U M S
The particular educational duties assigned to north­
ern Montana, College through rulings of the State Board of 
Education* the Chancellor*s office, and the various legis­
lative assemblies of' the State of Montana obligate the Havre 
unit to eeree certain areas with specific curricula* ft Is 
convenient to say that these duties shall be carried out*
But such a statement does not answer the question of how It 
should be done for the best results* For assistance in carry­
ing out these duties, college administrations have turned to 
their public service divisions*. And the basis for the divis­
ion* s program-. Is centered in the offerings of the institution* 
The sis functions of Northern Montana College are the 
foundation for the institution9a public service program* They 
are (1) Elementary Teacher Preparation, (2) Pre-Professional 
education, (3) Vocational-Technical training, (4) General 
education, (S) Guidance, and (6) Correspondence and Extension 
courses* These functions fsans, the basis for the Havre unlt*s 
public service since they are the institution*® core* Because 
of them, students come to northern Montana College,, certain
-39-
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type a of instructors are hired* particular buildings are con* 
strucbed, special advisory committees are appointed, related 
fiscal policies adopted, and future programs planned#
The functions represent an answer to public desire 
for education in specific fields# University of Montana 
officials, realising tbe constant demand for elementary school 
teachers* are answering that request in three units of the 
Greater University system*^ northern Montana College is the 
unit which offers elementary teacher training for the northern 
area of Montana* The pre-prof as s i onal curriculum has been 
established to help meet the need for training in this field# 
to prevent further duplication in the Montana higher education 
system and added expense for the taxpayers, the final years 
of study in the professional, fields are offered only in 
certain other units#2 thus pre-prof e s si onal students at north­
ern Montana College may transfer after two years at Havre to 
another college to complete their degree#
Personnel with some degree of training for certain 
trades and labor skills are In constant demand# To help in 
supplying trained workers for these occupations, northern 
Montana College offers two-year programs in specific vocations* 
At present these include automotive mechanics, secretarial
^Western Montana College of Education, Dillon} Eastern 
Montana College of Education,. * Billings f and Horthem Montana 
College, Havre, are the three units offering Elementary Teacher 
education*
^Montana State University, Missoula? Montana State Col­
lege, Seeenanf Montana School of Mines, Butte, offer four-year 
and five-year professional training*
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science, practical nursing* and drafting* These voeational- 
technical curricula are to be expanded in coming years to 
include additional fields of study*
Thus* in answering public desire for certain training* 
northern Montana College has established Its curricula* Public 
relations must be based upon what the college can offer In 
these fields*
The six functions of the college are mens statements 
until carried out by individuals* Faculty members, adminis­
trative personnel, students,, and all other persons connected 
with the college are the source of good public relations# In 
a large sense the college la what they say and do* They are 
the heart of good or bad public relations*
Participation of the Personnel of Northern Montana 
College In the Institution1! Public Halations Program
Participation by the college personnel is the key to 
a successful public relations program* From the president to 
the dormitory cook* all staff members should be helpful in 
creating .good will among those with who® the institution deals*
It should always 'be- remembered that "what the public thinks 
of your school system Is the sum total of what it thinks of 
the individual parts •** To carry out the objectives of a pub­
lic relations program* northern Montana College must rely upon 
the cooperation of all Individuals, connected with the institution*
^Stewart Barr&l* Tested Public Halations for Schools 
(Herman* University of Oflafioma ’Fr$Vs*'"T#SSffT1 pVTST
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Unless these staff members do their share, the program will 
not be completely effective* And unless these individuals 
are willing to carry their share of the work, all of the 
supporting plans will be more, difficult to execute*
Public relations at Horthem Montana College must 
depend uponi
1* The Faculty* In attempting to catch the headlines 
or make immediate impressions, many public relations direc­
tors have overlooked faculty members as the chief factors in 
a continuing public relations program*
The classroom contact between student and faculty 
member is the most constant source of good or bad public re­
lations-* Since student® spend more time with instructors 
than with any other college employees,, faculty Members can be 
'termed individual public relations agents* An instructor*® 
actions and statements are reported by students to ffiends 
and parents, and these actions and statements are accepted 
a® those of the college* *By the very nature of the organ­
isation of universities, the professor plays a tremendous 
part in the public relations program*^
lorthem Montana College Instructors should recognise 
the fact that from the very moment they enter.® class they are 
making impressions on their ■students* Staff members should 
dress neatly, act courteously at all times, and respect the 
rights of all Individuals* A well—dressed instructor not only
1Harm!, Public Halations for Higher Education* op * c it» , p* 100*
create® respect for himself* but by M s  appearance he in* 
finances others to dress correctly* fhe casual dress customs 
of the area deserve some consideration* tat not to the point 
of neglecting the basic importance of presenting a clean 
m &  neat appearance* Faculty member® who. dress and act as 
ladies m d  gentlemen are also giving an InSreet lesson to 
others in correct social behavior*
Correct use of grammar and a .good speaking voice are 
also valuable assets in teaching*. Students will admire a 
good lecturer who delivers his. lessons in well*©hosen and 
clearly~tnton©d words* And faculty members should always 
give students a chance to be heard* Students usually have 
opinions on topics being discussed in the class* fhe ins true* 
tor should listen carefully to what they have to say*
fke young men m d  women who study at lor the rn Montana 
College depend upon their professors for good instruction*
If they do not receive adequate training they blame the to* 
©truetor and the college1® reputation is harmed. It follow® 
that a. basic point in any public relation® program is the 
hiring, of competent personnel for all work*
At lorthem Montana College this responsibility falls 
upon the president* Due to the else of the institution and 
the few departments with more than two staff members* the 
president personally hires all faculty members* He may receive 
suggestions from various department members* but he is the 
on© who offers th© contract.*
HaK«r these conditions* the obligation of ®ecmri»g 
competent instructor# belongs to the president* Waturally* 
the first qualification of prospective instructors should be 
their ability to teach the subject* An instructor*# desire 
to teach students from the northern Montana area, to live 
and to progress in that area, Is also important* Since col* 
lege- public relations begin in the classroom it is inqpertant 
that instructors In those classroom# want to teach the type 
of students found there*
to secure - faculty support in college programs the 
administration must see to it that the faculty is happy and 
satisfied* Salary# teaching schedule, committee membership* 
extra work assignment s* and personal relationships must be 
satisfactory if support, is to develop* Assuming that such 
obligations are carried -out by the administration* the public 
service director should call upon faculty members to aid 
his division in creating good public relation## College 
policies regarding Instruction* buildings* rules* and finances 
©an find added support if explained to student# by faculty 
member's*
Instructor# should be oriented on 'these subjects by 
staff members in charge of the program#* this can be dons at 
regular or special faculty meetings where members have the 
opportunity to ask questions about the policies and can share 
in deciding if student support should be sought through
claas eotsfcmefc*̂
However, faculty m«rab©r# should guard again st «xpr©#<*
slug ttieir views in d as# on college fdicies udes# specify 
ieally requested to do so by the administration* Wwrthmra 
W m b m m  College students regard Instructors as authorities 
tide# will tales their remarks on. campus happenings 
as their era attitude*
te important means by which the faculty member cam 
assist in public relations for northern Montana College will 
include reporting news of hi# professional activities to the 
public service division*- Many times a faculty member may be 
doing individual research m  a project .of public interest*
4s a result of public new# release#. on such weiti'f the in** 
stltution will, build ft# own reputation a# well a# that of 
the individual faculty member. Stories about scientific re* 
search, historical events* economic changes, and literary 
accomplishmexii# are Interesting In themselves, fhey may also 
lead to more thorough understradlng of local problems by
citisens mho. read them* If a faculty member is doing m**>
search affecting' the r#ft@*i* it should be given particular 
emphasis as another way in which .lorthem Montana College is 
servini it# area*
1Recant examples Include explanation of a new absence
policy, first to faculty members In regular nesting, then to
students In Individual classes. The administration also cal­
led upon faculty ambers to explain to students the need for 
a ?6 per quarter building fee, shieh the students subsequently 
passed by a wide margin.
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imports of activities in class are also good opinion- 
builders* Many times Instructors give special lectures em­
phasising the relation of the course to a regional problem 
in government* economies, or sociology* Faculty members 
should' let the public service division know about such work 
so that it may be properly publicised#
Staff members ■ should be conscious of news-®tcry pos­
sibilities# after explanation to them by the public service 
director of what constitutes news# it times# faculty members 
can sens# a story# and they should inform the public service 
division about it* Ins true tors have a good 'news source in 
their contacts with students# and they should be on the look­
out for possible' stories* The Northern Montana College public 
service division does not employ a special person to write 
releases* Therefore it is important that faculty m«b#rs be 
asked to cooperate in watching for possible news items*.
'Faculty members at lor the rn Montana College sponsor 
student clubs# As a means of demonstrating the value of these 
organ!cations to the public# news reports on club activities 
are important* Again, the advisers can help in seeing; that 
their groups .receive notice by reporting club activities, to 
the public service division*
Staff members are an excellent source of Ideas for 
public service*^ They should be encouraged to suggest new
1.■ Morthem Montana College staff members have suggested 
ways of Improving college radio shows* weekly news releases* 
and handling of extension courses*
ways of improving public isolations* At times Merthsm Montana 
College personnel have ©b Joe tod to certain public service 
programs*^ Their reasons fen disagreeing with tho particular 
plan were based m  a sincere belief in the institution* the 
public service director ahonld make it, a policy to visit with 
each instructor and discuss current and future public service 
plans,# The Wortham Montana Cello go staff is wall m m 0  
for this to bo done at least one# a month#.
Instructors ihould not hold bach nows#, this »©ld©m 
happens at Hertherm Montana College* but the public sorties 
director should .guard against such a possibility by asking 
professors to report nows* After rocoiwing such tips# the 
public aerviee director should bo sura that- such ..items arc 
released to the public*
These methods of using faculty 'members In tit public 
relat ions program might seem apparent# but they sist bo mm* 
stamtly employed by the public service director if full eo* 
operation of the faculty is expected* through such a program 
northern Montana College cam establish m  ofprlt do corps. 
within its faculty since each faculty 'member will feel that 
he is contributing to the public, service of the institution*
2* fhe freaiitsmt* A© the chief executive of the in­
stitution* the president Is looked upon as the voice of
— -- -   -       1 ., y-1-' , | .  I|.| -rt:r ^.‘-iliir-furirrnrnm -iirtmttimr-n i -nmnr-; i t t - ;  -r ";■■;■ r rr-T ■■tr;trr .-irr fT-nyn r
**0v©r*simplifIcation of a scientific research program 
was felt be have harmed the final report# Asking ©ml^ a few 
faculty members to participate in a weekly redl©**gui»: show 
was not liked by those left out* These objection® were sound 
and the mistakes were corrected*
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northern Montana College. He is the channel of eommxnleatioxii 
with the State Board of Education, and the Board of Examiners. 
He represents the college In one person. When he speaks* the 
college speaks,! when he acts, the college acts. He has a 
double role in public relations for M s  position makes him 
the chief executive of the program* and he is also one of 
the principal individuals by W h m  it is carried out. In 
the program hot
. * * * furnishes creative leadership* leads in 
the formation of policies and builds procedures* It 
is the president*s job to point out what should be 
don© In public relations objectives* suggest means 
for accomplishing those goals, stimulate interest 
In the program, and' then delegate the details to reaper** 
si hie staff members. At times he must appraise the 
results* an# then perhaps suggest new techniques and 
procedures.!
Qualities of leadership and the ability to always 
command respect are necessary in creating the program* His 
Ideas should be sound ones, based upon the Institution*s 
functions* and research, He must have a sympathetic ear for 
public relations problems and must set aside time to consider 
them* Above all, "he must have confidence and faith In those 
delegated to carry out specific functions,1*®
To create the most effective public relations program* 
the president and the director of the public service division 
must work side by aide in determining the interpretative policy 
of the Institution, If the president decides to use a public 
relations program to Its fullest extent* he must see that
1'Harral, Public BelatIons for Higher Education, op. 
©It., p. 2 0 5 , -------------- ------ - — ^---- ---- — #
gIbl<3., p. 214.
the person heading suoh a program Is *0 n a policy-making 
level and (that) his salary !» comprable with that of other 
persona on the same level**'1' The president * s actions In 
outlining the program and hiring personnel to carry It out 
determine to a large extent the type of public relations the 
Institution will have*
As the Individual chiefly responsible for public re­
lationsf the president should adhere to the same basic prin­
ciples as those established for the faculty* He should rea­
lise that as the president his public expects hist to be wa 
scholar* author# speaker# salesman, diplomat# politician* 
administrator# financier# minister# and public relations 
councilor of the highest rank**2 northern Montana College 
should seek the cooperation of the president in these roles 
to carry its program to the public* The office carries with 
It a certain degree of automatic prestige# but care must be 
taken in seeing that it is not overworked simply because an 
announcement from the president*© office may receive quicker 
attention* Participation of the president and his wife In 
public relations must be handled with understanding# for If 
they appear too often in public# people might feel that they 
do nothing else*
When drematl© leadership in a program is needed# the
1w. Emerson Reek, "Public Relations for Colleges and 
College People," o£. cit.. p. 240*
%arral, Public Halations for Higher Education, op, olt.. p, 203.
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best place bo find.Its is in .the president* Isay public re­
lations exmouxaeemente on finances, alms# physical Improvements, 
and educational philosophies most properly are released t * m  
his office#
fee mu#* use of the ■ president's 'office may create In 
the public mind the impression of domination, a factor never 
helpful in creating good will# fhe president should always 
he willing to help carry out the program, hut he should also 
he Just as anxious to let others, do the actual .speaking, 
reporting, and teaching if he and the public service director 
feel it is to the best advantage of Northern Montana College* 
fh© president must be friendly and courteous to staff 
members, students, alumni, and "every visiting fireman**^ On 
campus as well as off, be is a key to the entire program*
For successful public relation* he must realise all of these 
obligations and duties*
the Custodial: Staff* Physical comfort of students 
end college personnel in their work at Horthem Montana Col­
lege Is a ■necessary element in creating good public relation#* 
"Phis obligation falls upon th© maintenance staff* Unless 
classroom and other campus buildings are clean, well-lighted, 
warm, and adequate for the course work, the people who use 
the®, will not be satisfied*- As a result they will grumble- 
about the conditions and hurt campus morale*
Custodial staff members are friendly and close to
Xrb ld . ,  p* 806 ,:
the Wortheim Montana College faculty and students* Many main­
tenance men are in day-to-day contact with students* fh©y 
visit with college personnel as they go about their duties 
of cleaning the .buildings# watering the lawns# and checking 
the utilities* Out of these contacts come conversations about 
the school Which- can help or hinder the institution*
In creating a sound, basis for M s  program# the public 
service director should ask these maintenance men to help*
A general meeting should be held with all those staff members 
and the philosophy of public service explained to them* In­
dividual talks can also bring closer cooperation* By explain­
ing to the. custodial staff that the physical appearance and 
services of the campus reflect on the college# a. greater 
challenge can fee offered In shat otherwise might be considered 
routine Jobs* Stories of their work demonstrate to them that 
they are not forgotten* A word of praise for a task well 
executed finds response in continuing work improvement* let­
ting them *00X53© to faculty meetings when general poll else are 
die cussed#^ can .help in making them feel they belong* The 
custodial staff should fee include# in the public relations 
program for wthe appearance of the buildings and the grounds
* * * * the slovenly and surly custodian * * * * too often
undermine and endanger the good public relations it has taken 
years to bull# up* If these men understand thi purposes
1..1.. . ......  .... . ... ir.i-.- ■■ .... . — ...1......... . . .1. ... .11,1,-..I.,.,. I, ■I..»».>.1.,tr.,..1'.,:,....;|..1.|r). ,TY.
**Glenn E* Kelly# *Publie Opinion Is What You Make It**
Batlon*© Schools* m i l l  (May* 1944)v p* 26*
t&owell Fierce Ooodrich* Baul Slisner* As staff (editors)
p M M  M S M M S M j m  (fwenty-llgh^! Xbsrfe©ok*American Association of School Administrators, I960)* p* 168*
of the program, they can kelp in Improving such situations* 
.26S hocal Executive Board* than the Third £eg* 
islafciwe Assembly of the State of Montana established the 
first four units of the Uni varsity of Montana* it provided 
that government of these institutions should bo invested in. 
tho State Board of Education and a local board com*
posed of the president and th©: business manager of the local
unit and two eitisex&s of the particular community in ski oh
*
ithe unit was located* tots same law applied to Horthem 
Montana College when it was established in 1913*
fh© local executive board passes upon college policies 
.and acts as a general adviser to the unit* this connection 
with lorthern Montana College places the members in a vital 
position with the institution1© public relations* The two 
college members understand the program# but the two bitlsen 
members should also comprehend the- service and aid in its 
execution*
4s lay executives m d  representatives of, the "college 
they should fee mads awa.ro of public service plans* and also 
asked for suggestions for the program*. Staff members should 
include them In college programs and call upon them for help 
in solving problems*' If .the executive board is encouraged 
to participate actively in public relations* they will usually
1Beginning #uly 1* 1953* the executive board has three 
members from th© surrounding area* The unit president is not 
a member* (Substitute Senate Bill Humber 010* Section 2 a 3* 
haws of the Thirty*fhird legislative Assembly of the State 
of Montana* 1953*1
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become interested and work for the college.2* Since the mem* 
her® are usually leaders in the community they are. another 
voice through which, the college con be heard#.
The fact that they are financially disassociated from 
the college* yet port of it# makes them excellent area public 
service representative®. Executive board membership carries 
■with it a certain prestige in the community* The general pub* 
lie usually respects such appointments by the governor* They 
are regarded as a group of interested benefactors and are 
usually listened' to with respect*
411 of these intangible facts should be utilised by 
the public service director in aiding executive board members 
to build the prestige of northern Montana College* These 
individuals should be invited to attend faculty meetings * 
extracurricular activities such a® basketball games* dramatic 
productions# musical, program** dances# receptions* special 
campus days* aa well as regular classes.
Too often in the past* executive board members have 
been hustled on and off the campus without actually seeing 
much of the college* naturally* since they have regular posi* 
tlons which keep them busy they do not have a great deal of 
time for tours of the plant. But whenever possible they 
should be called upon to help.:.in a®...many college activities
v u » # * wiii»w w i », w ^ i a r i * * mr j wle i'. n tFtr ^  ■ n n - i ' j f u f j n r n ' r r r r ' i r ' li n i r t i t i f i r ^ j i m i r p - f f a T j i u . i n . i i T n . J i r j , .  i , i j n r i i i.re u T iin im T r . tn i lm v i1 i . w  t 1 r i i i i i * i i m i n S M S
% M s  has not always been the ease in the past. The 
dismissal of President Vande Bogart created wide disagreement 
within the Local board. However# appointment of new members 
should improve the situation* Also faculty understanding of 
the value of these Members in college 'public relation® has not 
been stressed*
a# possible* On Hi® local level they tarn. In m m  wjii 
the most important so tire® of good public relations for Worth* 
a m  Montana College*
5* Advisory Committees* fh# attablighmaniof the 
voeati ©rml** technicsi department at lorttarn Ionian# College 
bat emphasised the need of advisory committees for- the college 
curriculum* Elementary to aching preparation m d  the pre-pro^ 
fessiomal fields-' at present-do not bare any advisory commit* 
tees to suggest curricula content and Instruction* the eo!*» 
lege administration has indicate# that steps soon sill be 
taken to appoint such committees*
Work has already started on such appointments for 
specific programs .In the voeational-techni eal curricula* 
XorHiern Montana College, at present Is engaged in preparing 
a 'Montana occupational survey which will tabulate the type 
©f employment In which Montanans are. engaged* fhe question* 
naires are to be sent to Montana businesses and industries 
and to- high school students,* fttey will be asked to stats 
their need# in terms of employee# and desirable training* 
this particular .survey I# Intended to provide information for 
the future plan# of Hie vocatl on&I~teelmieal department at 
Morthea Montana College* f© date the survey has not been 
started* However, If private funds are granted for the study 
It triJll be started in September* 1§SS*
In outlining the background for this proposed survey* 
the accompanying letter of request for the necessary finance#
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calls for "the need for Information that will, aid in the 
asbiibliahmemb of state-wide advisory groups from trade unions* 
eiaployer#* associations., individual employers* etc-*, so that 
the developing programs will be sufficiently flexible ail 
sensitive to the constantly changing vocational-technical 
needs* **
iueh advisory ees*ittee« are excellent public relations 
media* Appointment of individuals interested in specific 
programs gives these advisers a feeling of participating in 
the tell ding of the curricula* What they say about the pro* 
gram can be helpful* and many times their suggestions for 
its improvement, are excellent*
f o secure backing for the voeat1 onal«teehnical pro* 
gram* Northern Montana College has carried its programs to 
specific trade and professional groups* A two-year carpentry 
end construction course* scheduled to begin in September, 1953* 
received approval from Montana building trades la lay when an 
’outline -of the curricula was presented ̂ to them' for suggestions 
at their annual. '%m .Missoula*®
fhe secretarial science department has mailed W m  
chares to Montana lawyers describing its legal secretarial 
course* An advisory committee of lawyers is to be appointed 
for the field shortly* the adninlstr&tion Is now making
■lctne* i*ti* i iwi Mieai raeewMieciwieiiEwaiMasHwWieî ci!̂ ^
^"Preliminary Draft for Proposed northern Montana Gel* 
lege~Occupational Survey*• (unpublished outline* April*. 1953)* 
p* 1*
%erbhera Montana College Instructor Harold Babcock 
discussed the curricula for the carpentry and construction 
course at the meting. iiesomla*. Persons present made eng* 
geatiehs for the curricula, and encouraged the progrcm*
plans to appoint an advisory group of automobile and garage 
men to act as a board of review for tb© two-year automotive 
mechanics course* these are initial steps in securing active 
state-wide backing for the Milage** educational program#
Cooperative educational planning removes public 
relations from the realms of *telling* or *selling**
In its stead there is created a genuine partnership* 
in which# thru effective teamwork and a two-way flow 
of information and ideas# professional educators and 
representative laymen plan and re»plan for the education 
of children in terms of currently recognised needs* 
Cooperation in educational planning should be a con­
tinuous# ongoing proeess— not a'sporadic effort whidh 
blossoms and quickly disappears* Properly conceived and 
practiced* It become® another of the foundation stows 
on which a sound structure of public relations Is 
erected* fhe public understand® and will staunchly 
defend a program which it has helped to plan*1
Following the sppoiatnemfe of1 such groups# the public 
service director should see that their members are included 
in carrying out' the public relations program* these members 
should be encouraged to visit the campus often* the president 
as well' as the instructors teaching the courses iftiould keep 
in contact with advisory committee member* by letters? and 
If pesslbl#? personal visit®* they should be mentioned in 
new® releases whenever possible* and requested to make 
speeches about the particular curricula with which they are 
associated* these methods can help to keep alive their de­
sire to help the college*
fhe lele of Worthem Montana College Students In
Public Relations
1Cowell fierce GoQdrioh* Paul Stlsner* 4t staff (editors)
Public jelatlo**® For America** gcteols (fwimty^lghth Yearbook* 
ISirlcan^^llliSSIStfSi 'of School iSmlnlstraters* 1950) * p* 100*
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The student© who attend northern Montana College ana 
another fwdaaMtntaL sour©# of good public relations* Without 
them# the institution would not exist* With them and the 
college personnel the institution assumes a distinctive charac­
ter* To encourage students to help make the H a m  unit out­
standing in its educational fields is another duty of the pub­
lic service director* This cooperation must be based upon, 
sound classroom instractlo&f
Because of the pupil1 s strategic role as inter* 
medlary and interpreter# what he thinks and says about 
his school work and about his teachers- is extremely 
important* If he is so taught that he enjoys what he 
does and has reasonable success with most school'tasks# 
his Influence in the community will be favorable*'1,
A discussion of student public relations is Impossible 
without reference to the faculty members with whom they come 
in contact* JDue to time spent In classes and other school 
activities* students feel that the instructors with who® 
they deal are* in a sense* the college* They listen to them* 
tell their friends what they gay# write home about them*
These reports are- accepted by the students1 friends and par­
ents as reports of the college* Upon such remarks they build 
their opinions of. the institution*^ In approaching students* 
college personnel should bear these facta In mind*
As has been stated* faculty members should not discuss 
college problems with students unless this means of achieving 
a goal has been approved by the administration* When such
1Ibld., pp. 59-60. 
8Ibld.. pp. 60-61.
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action is agreed upon# it can become m  excellent means of 
securing support* If students honestly believe in a program#., 
after it has been carefully explained to them# they are 
invaluable in carrying it through*
Students also are voices for expressing admiration 
of the college and its activities* the history of the insti* 
tution should be explained to them* Students who understand 
the aims and purposes of northern Montana College will be in 
a better position to explain those functions to others* Fac­
ulty members" should talcs time to carry this message to their 
students*
Such information should be made available to faculty 
members by the administration and the public service division* 
Study of the catalog also can give information about the col** 
lege* During their first week on campus students should be 
told about the institution at one of the first convocations* 
This report should be a short one* Students are usually more 
interested In the college -after they have been on the campus 
for several months*
Professional accomplishments of individual staff mem­
bers also should be pointed out to students* The public ser­
vice division should prepare such reports several times a year# 
gathering the material during private conferences with faculty 
members* this information then could be distributed to each 
instructor for use In such a program*
This program of telling the students about the college
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and its faculty members was tasted in several elasses during 
1952 at northern Montana College* Two faculty members brief­
ly discussed the history of the school and Its functions M d  
alms* using the college catalog and personal knowledge as 
Information sources# The two instructors took a class period 
to outline the back,ground of the college as well as the Great­
er University of Montana, and to discuss the purposes of 
Morthem Montana College as stated In the catalog* They also 
gave recognition to accomplishments of Individual staff mem­
bers*
In the opinion of the writer, the hour was a valuable 
investment* Students asked many questions about the school 
and Its faculty and seemed pleased with the history of the in­
stitution and its faculty members * Admiration for the insti­
tution and Its members was more obvious in students* attitudes 
and remarks following these discussions*
■fhis Is a method of humanising the staff* It has not 
been, tried on an extensive scale, and naturally can be car­
ried to extremes.* But. It appears, from the pilot program 
held last year, that such a program in all classes on the cam­
pus would bring additional good feeling toward the college*
Students should be looked upon as individual public 
relations men* If they approve of the college program, they 
may be taken a step further and asked to participate in such 
college public relations activities as the recruiting of new 
students, securing support In bond Issues, explaining the
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fun©idotis ©f Northern Montana College to the public. One 
writer states!
Students in general are at all times publicity 
devices for student promotion* whether they are aim** 
iiig to be or not* Students in a very real sense are 
the college, and among the most compelling reasons for 
a boy or girlfs wanting to go to some particular col* _ 
lege are pleasing contacts with students ©£ the college**
A word of caution is necessary in mentioning the use 
of students in these programs* tTsless they are extremely 
well-informed about the particular project* they could easily 
give the wrong picture* In student recruitment work, It is 
preferable: to have staff members make such tours as are 
considered necessary* Their association with the college 
usually gives them a better knowledge of the institution1s 
curricula and services* However, students can be used In­
directly in these programs through the letters they writ®, the 
conversations they have with others, and the way they conduct 
themselves in public*
Students1 parents should not be .overlooked in the de­
sire to secure support of the institution* Individual faculty 
members should take care to cultivate this group* Suggestions 
for carrying out such a policy include meeting parents wham 
they visit the campus, writing them when a student has don© 
outstanding work, and visiting them when possible* General 
letters will probably com® from a central office due to time 
and clerical limitations, but the public relations director
^Panl Faris in College Publicity Manual edited by W. 
Mmeraen Reck (lew Torks larper F^WotEeraT'Tlli), p. 158*
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should always remember that—
* . * * officials of the institution hair© m m j  
t i m  opportunities to use personal letters in de­
veloping an attitude of confidence and wholesome re*
■spect on the part of his -(the studentVs) parents 
» . « , Moreover, the respect and enthusiastic 
support of parents leads to highly resultful word- 
of-mouth endorsement of the institution to other 
parents whose sons and daughters will soon he ready 
for college# ,
northern Montana College is not a large school by 
present-day enrollment standards# Partly as a result of its 
smallness, there is a feeling of close staff-student relation­
ship# It handled correctly, this feeling can aid in folding 
a more lasting public relations program*
The Educational Program and Public Halations
Unless the students, are satisfied with the braining 
they receive daring their years on the campus, the public 
relation® of the institution will be harmed# ted sine# 
colleges exist to educate, it follows that the most important 
of all the many services is instruction#
It 1® the responsibility of the adm ini strati 6n to see 
that northern Montana College offers excellent training in 
its particular curricula# Constant examination by the admin­
istration and faculty members of courses and subject matter 
is wits! to a good reputation# At Worthem Montana College, 
as at other Institutions, this duty is not a responsibility
^William H* Butterfield, How To Use Lett era In College
Public Eolations {lew York and LoSgonlTHi^e F T m t Seri;---1944}, p# 154#
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of the public service division.* However# the very nature 
of his position many times puts the publicity director in 
closer contact than the president with student end public 
sentiment about the Havre unit1® educational program*
Good and unfavorable opinions of- students on their 
courses should be analysed* The public service director should 
us© judgment as to the source of the report® before taking 
them, to the president* Many times the statements are from 
known trouble-makers* the public service director can help 
in stopping such remarks by honest talks with the people who 
start such remarks* But if the report affects the college even 
to a limited extent# it should be studied and steps taken to 
correct the problem* Also many times the public service direc­
tor can assist by merely listening to what people have to say* 
Campus extra-curricular activities are another field 
for public relations* Related to the educational program# 
they provide the college with a means of demonstrating quality 
and good, sportsmanship in performance*
fhe sis* of enrollment limits northern Montana College 
/participation in athletic contests to basketball and some 
track- and field events* Under these conditions* added emphasis 
should be placed on the- sportsmanship'of the teams* Athletic 
coaches at Horthem Montana Colls go shoul d constantly stress 
teamwork* correct conduct* and good manners in all games* Due 
to the small enrollment and the fact that many athletes from 
the area go to other institutions# lorthern Montana College
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can not always produce a winning loam* But it can build 
respect for the institution fey playing the game fairly*
l3ctra«currlcular activities such as musical programs 
and dramatic productions, If of high caliber* can also build 
the institution'1 s reputation*, the college music and drama 
directors, while recognising the capacity of the students with 
whom they work, should strive for the best possible performance. 
At time# it is easy for these director# to eiense their re** 
suit# on the basis of the student# who participated* ' M i  
is not fair to the student or to the college* and it is h a m * 
ful to the Institution* s reputation* the public service dlv* 
islon ean encourage Quality in these field# fey arranging ap~
1pearanee# for the groups, and featuring them in news releases* 
Student participation can fee increased if these ac­
tivities are the best possible* It is natural for students 
to want to work with; organisation# which have good reputation#* 
faculty members, in charge of these programs should approach
their -weak with Quality of production,, in mind* By dblag so
/
they can help in building the institution1 a reputation in
the sport# and entertainment world*
The -College and Its Relationship With 
The Area the Institution Serves
( The definitions of public service lend emphasis to
N 1 '.In the ©pinion of the writer, marked Improvement was 
shown in both musical and dramatic programs after It was an­
nounced that these group# would appear in Hlgh-Miaa schools*
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the fact that tax-supported institutions .of higher learning 
have definite obligations to their supporters* northern Mont­
ana College can gain support by using the "philosophy of the 
community (or area it serves) as the campus*1*̂  in carrying 
out its duties to the tax payers*
northern Montana College always should be anxious to 
help the public in every way possible* Campus science labor­
atories can be of significant aid such as their recent use in 
testing drinking water following the Milk liver flood* Facul­
ty scientists m &  the public service director should inves­
tigate ways by which the college1 s science department can be 
of off-campus assistance* toother example of this Is the help 
Northern Montana College gave in recovering the skeleton of 
a Columbian elephant near Malta.2 A study ©f toe physical 
and biological resources of the area will throw light on 
possible programs*
Making toe college buildings available for public meet­
ings and programs is a good policy.3 Tbs Northern Montana 
College student union building has one of the largest halls 
In toe immunity* Its cafeteria and conference rooms make it 
an ideal place for meetings* College woodwork shops* labora-
1' Grace I* Woodson* * Commmity-related Programs at West 
Virginia State College*n School and Society* IXVI (August 1©* 1947)* p* 124*
% h e  skeleton was removed by local farmers, state high­
way employees and college scientists and students* The college 
truck was used to transport toe bones to the biology laboratory 
on the campus where the skeleton will be assembled*
% l e m  K. Kelly* o£. cit.* p. 26*
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tories* and the library should be open for use by the publ ic 
if proper precaution® are taken to protest the equipment*
Beeause of their educational training* many northern 
Montana College faculty members are authorities in their 
fields of study* Their knowledge should be made available to 
the public through participation in community programs*^ By 
demonstrating that th© college is anxious to- help* the insti­
tution builds its reputation.* Area resident® are constantly 
calling for information. Time should be taken to see that 
they get the boat assistance th© institution can give*
Citlsens of the area always are engaged in. numerous 
projects* ranging from building a house to holding a benefit 
entertalxasont program* The college should be able to supply 
them with aid in their undertakings* Be cent examples at the 
Saw# unit Include - the offering of college land for use as a
ball park*^ student and faculty aid in fighting the flood,
and appearances of student entertainers in a number of com­
munities along the High-Mn©*3
   ..mu  ...
1C« A» Barrel, "Organising Communities for Coordinat­
ed Action** American City* &XXIX C^uly* 1948}* p. 89*
%al© of the old Havre baseball field forced selection 
of a new site* northern Montana College proposed that the 
city and the college co-operate in constructing a new field* 
th® college furnishing the land and some labor| the city fur­
nishing the finance®* The plan was finally rejected in May
after months of discussion since the city and the college 
could not agree on details of use* In th© opinion^ff the 
writer this offer created respect for the college* "Failure 
was not blamed on the Institution.
% h ©  Chorale era* college singing group; individual 
students and members of th© band .performed at Chinook* Harlem* 
Dodson* Malta* Great Fall®, and Fort Benton.
Such participation by collage personnel is a two-way 
public relations device. Mutual admiration corns from such 
cooperation*.
The College and Its Selatlonshtp With 
The City of Havre
Within the- city of Havre, northern Montana College 
personnel take an active part in community life*. Many belong 
to service organisations^ and participate in fraternal affairs*3* 
They also represent a steady market for Havre businesses* 
Faculty members rent Havre houses, buy clothing, food, gas, 
and entertainment at local concerns*
The college should recognise that I
the concept of the always dignified and aloof 
professor is no longer sound* Often he cheers with 
undergraduates at football games* Usually he par** 
tie!pates in the community1s social life* Moreover, 
like other ettissue, he takes part in Civic, religi­
ons, and fraternal affairs of the city*
c
These contacts- are, usually personal ones, but they 
are a means of good or bad public relation®,' depending upon 
the way in which the individual faculty member acts as a 
member of ;the organisation#
4s a member of a civic, religions, or fraternal organ** 
Isation, the college employee Mhas much to contribute to the 
community* his understanding of people, his awareness of
1Member® of the faculty belong to Eiwanis, Hotary,
Lions, payees®, .Chamber of Commerce, Business and Professional 
Women1® Club, and the American association of University Women*
%arral, Public 'Halations For Higher Education, op. clt• p. 285* :   " ~*=* —
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problems and issues, his humanitarian Interests, M s  ability 
to understand and handle organisational affairs, and many
other qualities of mini and personality*
Some faculty members naturally wart to belong to these 
slabs# Their membership should be encouraged. At times it 
is necessary for the college to take the lead in seeing that 
its personnel are asked to join* This cam usually be arranged 
by the president or the public service director though con­
ferences with college members who already belong to the club*
She College as a leader In Ideas and Activities 
for the High-line Area
the individual knowledge ami ability of college person­
nel offer a valuable asset to many phases of college public 
relations* In addition to their recognised value for Instruc­
tion, these■ assets are excellent tools for establishing North­
ern Montana College*® reputation in the area it serves* they 
represent am. answer to the institution*© responsibility of 
providing instruction and facilities for *an ever widening 
audience * * * * seeking advancement * * * * in a variety of 
fOMft,**
As the higher educational center of the High-line, 
Northern Montana College should take the initiative in bringing
Newell fierce Goodrich, Paul Misner, & staff (editors) 
fublic lelatlons For America*© Schools (Twenty-Eighth yearbook, 
American Association of School Administrators}, pp* 164-65*
%arral. Public Halations for Higher Education* op* bit*, p* 176*
to the people of this area information# explanation# and 
leadership in Ideas and activities#
Hew philosophical concepts an® feeing expressed about 
many different fields# Fundamental questions are feeing posed 
today on subjects ranging from government control to correct 
farming methods# through news releases# radio talks p. public 
appearances# and class Instruction# the college should use 
its resources to explain these ideas be the public* these 
methods of education***
* # * « can and have helped raise our standard of 
living*: the re is a direct correlation between the 
fact that we have the most advanced education system 
and, the-highest standard of living in the world* the 
two go together# and any attempt be destroy one would 
Inevitably disrupt the ettaer**
A. very practical method of baking these educational 
opportunities to the people of - the area is through the use 
of extension classes taught In area o^wnitiei# and through 
correspondence courses offered from, the ■ college*
Worthem Montana College has offered such work f m  
a number of years*® At-.present the public, service division 
directs the program with the cooperation of faculty members* 
To date no initiative has been taken fey the college Itself in 
seeking the establishment of extension classes in the area1a 
eommnibie#* the college has fulfilled applications for
*• Benjamin Fine#, idwoatlonal Fufeltelty* (Hew Torki 
larper k Brothers# l943)7eT ^ r r * ~ e
% o  date available on when such work was started*
courses when specifically requested#*** Fublio relations could 
be improved in M s  field by offering extenslonwoite to war** 
lous communities. through cooperation with local educational 
executives* fhe public service division should promote this 
service by notifying county school super Intendent s, high school 
principals# and other educational leaders in the area that 
northern Montana College would life# to hold extension classes 
in their communities*
Correspondence courses also depend upon requests* 
this will probably always be the situation due to the nature 
of the wovfc* Northern Montana College publishes an annual 
correspondence bulletin which is forwarded to- inquiring stu­
dents* lending of this publication to libraries* high schools* 
superi&tendastts* offices* and other education centers would 
encourage use of the program.
the public service director should understand that I
. Out of the extension movement* with its multi** 
tudlnous services and activities* has come help for 
thousands of Americans* fie college campus* formerly 
a cloistered realm for the select sad solitary* now 
distributes its useful knowledge to all who earnestly 
seek to increase their skill and capacity for service.2
Speeches by college staff members are another means 
of bringing eellege ideas and services to the public. Fori
In all probability no Institution is better 
situated than the college or the university to make
iGlasgow# Wolf Point* Chinook* and Havre had courses 
during the 1053M& school year* Havre residents usually have 
the best chance for a wide number of courses due to their 
location* Faculty members have the right to decline teaching 
extension classes*
2Harral, Public Ml, ESS. Ws&SM Sdacatloa, o£.alt,, p. 176*
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full use of the plmtfprm for publicity and public 
relation® purposes* Few days pass that the average 
college fail® to receive vetBtiU for speaker a to 
appear before luncheon clubs* civic and professional 
groups# church and school organisations:, at con* 
ferences* on convention programs# and elsewhere.* 
these requests for speakers provide opportunity 
to gain store than routine publicity# they make it 
possible to emphasise over a wide area the fact that 
the institution has mmr of authority in many fields*
If those men are also Individuals graced with poise* 
they will be doubly valuable as representatives 
' of the college institution* Unless they possess 
these traits'to a fair degree they should not fee en» 
couraged to mount the platfom.1
Through contacts with program directors of club*#
meetings# and conventions# the public service director can
arrange for such staff appearances*
■By eamsijkg.leadership In the world of ideas and the
fields of culture* Borthem Montana College is carrying out
another obligation to the people of "the area* It is also
building a sewnd basis for public support of its policies*
the Physical Plant Building frogrm 
and Public Eolations
fo the casual visitor Who does not knew what 'work is 
going' on- inside campus buildings* the exterior appearance of 
the structures and the college landscape sake* a lasting is* 
pression*2 Parents bring their children to college*.. ..perhaps 
tour through one building* drive around the easptis* end Is ave*
lW. Baerson Reek, "Public Relations:®*** Bduoational 
Institutions," Public Rale ti one Handbook. edited by Phil in 
Lesly (lew TorktFSntTce=WI7 IBOTJVw. 899-400.
%owell Pierce Goodrich, Paul Kisner, & staff (editors), 
M M S ,  Relations Por Schools (Twenty-eighth Yearbook,
American Association of School Administrators, I960), p* 168,
m*T%m
The impressions of the institution they receive during those 
brief minute® will be built late their M e m  of the college. 
Students themselves like to work in pleasant surroundings, 
for these reason®, as well as staff morale, It is essential 
that Wortham Montana College keep a wellwtrimmed and clean 
campus,*
Consideration of the public in planning new structures
can also create favomble- impressions# lew buildings should
be erected on a priority basis#., the most essential ones being
completed first, Sines they are erected at state expense they
should be planned.'for maximum offieiettcy, with as few frills '
as possible lest the public become resentful of useless waste
oof their money, Appropriateness of time of construction, 
type of building# cost, and value to the college must be 
studied in any plans for construction,
the Northern Montana College fublle service, division
lews releases on college events, extension and cor­
respondence courses,: tours by college entertainers, and 
speeches by unit personnel were the principal public service 
techniques of northern Montana Colls ge for a number of years,
    iiiiiNiiiiii' ■ i n i'iIim r»iiii<>»*»»*wpipw<»ww»wii«wiw»ii*)|i!iii«wi»iMii<iiii»ii»i»ii»i<iiiii>>iini»il>i> >>li»liiii<ri<« •
1A Improvements are being made at the present time. Supra,, pp.*. B9-34*
gPublic relations of the satire University of Montana 
was harmed m  a 'result of the 1950 disagreement over division 
of a f5 million bond issue for the unite, northern Montana 
eollege as one of the principal contention points Is still 
recovering from effect®,, of the statewide fight,
In 1951 the present Public Service division wee estab­
lished by Worthem Sent ana College President &*, 0*. Brockmann*
The general philosophies of public relations as expressed In 
this thesis are the- basis for this department* During the 
1951-52 school year emphasis was placed upon publicity to aid 
the adainiStratton in creating a more favorable attitude 
toward the institution*^
The second year* 1952-55, saw the Incorporation of 
extension and correspondence courses, alumni bureau* student 
recruitment, news bureau# publications office, speakers1 
bureau* and entertainment# into the Public Service division* 
These activities are now under the direction of one office 
which employs a director -and a part-time secretary* In ad­
dition to carrying out this program* the director also teaches 
several courses on the campus* This teaching load has been 
lightened as the public services h a w  grown* Campus committees 
also- aid in much of the work such as student recruitment* the 
writing of material for catalogs and brochures* and keeping 
up,.alumni records*
The budget also has increased as the division has 
grown* The present policy of approving division requests for 
funds as the need arises will be changed beginning in September*
Change of administration followed the #5 million-bond- 
issue argument* Dismissal of President a* H* Vande Bogart 
was cause for wide disagreement in the area* President Brock- 
maim* . In a desire to demonstrate to the public that the col­
lege would continue to educate and train students on sound 
academic lines# put public service emphasis on publicity to 
carry this fact to the public through every available media*
1953* A proposed budget for the .1953*55 biennium is now under 
consideration**' Future work In public service will depend 
upon it*
Present policies are based upon the concepts cE scussed 
in this thesis* Personnel and tints are the Chief limiting 
factors# but the college is headed in the right direction for' 
sound public relations*
Summary
While carrying out present public service 'duties# 
northern Montana College should continue to- build this program 
through the following Means*
1* Maintain careful and continued examination and 
study of the college curriculum* Public service must be 
built upon the functions of northern Montana College, fhese 
functions may change# and the institution’s public service 
should change In relation to them*
2* Undertake a continuing study of the service area* 
forthem Montana College* in planning any program of action* 
must first understand the type of student it serves* the 
social* economic* and geographical conditions of the area* and 
its resultant needs*
3* Build and maintain cooperation of the faculty# 
president* custodial staff* local board* advisory committees* 
and students* An in-service training program for college
* Infra* * Appendix B* p, 169*
personnel Is a means of explaining to them their functions 
in the program#3, the public service division should do its 
share in keeping their support by reporting their activities* 
asking their advice on related subjects# and seeing that they 
are given opportunities to build the program*.
4* Establish and maintain good relations with the 
citizens of the area by cooperating with them on their own. 
problems, and projects* Offering- college facilities, for 
public use when needed establishes good will*
5* Encourage college personnel to participate in 
civic* fraternal# and religious functions of the community*
6# As sums' the duties and obligations of area leader­
ship in ideas and activities by seeing that college speakers 
and entertainment programs of the highest quality are heard 
and seen in the region*
7* Carry classes to area communities through exten­
sion courses# and to individuals by correspondence work*
0* Recognise the opinions of the public# the needs 
of the area* and the construction value in planning new 
buildings*
9* Make available additional personnel* time* and 
finances to maintain a public service division to coordinate 
such activities*.
1H* D* Madlg* *Fort Worth Sets up Municipal Public 
Relations Operations# In-Service training Program Begun** American City* IXV {March* I960)* pp* 122-23*
Thom nine suggested steps hold the key for the public 
relations of. Wortham Montana College# their total values 
lie in all the recognised duties and activities of the Havre 
unit of the University of Montana* “Sincerely, honestly* 
eonpmhensively applied by an institution and its people* 
they will pave the way for the prestige and good 'Will that 
are always the test of an institution** public relations#*^
% *  person Heck, "Public Relations for Educational 
Institutions*11 jgg# S|S»*
CHAPTER I?
fm  media fob i m m m m A T i o w  of the functions
OF NORTHERN MONTANA COIXWS
To carry out the public services of Northern Montana 
College, it is necessary to use the available communications 
media of the area* It has been stated that the publics which 
support the institution should receive the educational ben­
efits of Northern Montana College* As a means of maintaining 
support for the Havre unit, it also is necessary to keep the 
public Informed of the college1s activities*
Out of the growing maturity of public relations 
has come general acceptance of the theory that there 
are four basic steps involved in any public relations 
plan* The first is the employment of scientific 
study to discover what are the public relations 
problems and what are their proportions. The second 
Is the adoption of sincere policies of management on 
which a sound program can be based* The third is the 
drafting of a detailed program and the execution of 
it in a way best calculated to earn public Bpproval 
and support. The fourth step* which meets with more 
management resistance and timidity than any of the 
others, is telling the public relations story in frank 
and convincing terms to all interested publics.*
Chapters XI and III have discussed the functions of 
Northern Montana College and the program of public relations
1Griswold and Griswold, "Public Belations— Its Respon­
sibilities and Potentialities," Tour Public Relations* op. cit., p. 12. ------------------ -
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based upon these funetlon®, as suggested in the first two- 
steps mentioned above. The "drafting of a detailed program 
and the execution of it* and "telling the public relations 
story* are interrelated, and are concerned with the media of 
interpretatlon.
forthern Montana College should use the c oramuni c at ions 
media of the area not only to tell its story and thus keep 
the public inf ©Med, but also to help the Institution in as­
suming Its duties of educational leadership in the area.
These obligations make it mandatory that the college accept 
the responsibility of keeping the public Informed.
The college now uses most of the available media of 
communication for carrying out' Its public relations program.
A news release is published weekly and mailed to all Montana 
newspaper offices and radio stations! faculty members appear 
as speakers at various club meetings and civic function®! 
staff members visit high schools to discuss" higher education 
with student®! lorthern Montana College students join in 
supporting college program®, appear in athletic contest®, 
music performances, and dramatic production®! extension and 
correspondence courses are offered by the eo!3© ge on demand.
The principal weaknesses in these current public re­
lations activities are I '(!} the lack of overfall coordination, 
and. (2) failure to utilise to their fullest extent the various 
media of communication•
Tli© ref ore it is necessary to examine each publicity 
outlet and explain how it can be used to aid the college in
carrying out public relations#
Media for interpretation of the functions and ser­
vices of Morthem Montana College should include!
** fhe Faculty* Constant recognition by the publie 
service director of the fundamental value of the faculty in 
publie relations is essential to the entire program# Instruc­
tors and other-college personnel# in a sense# are the college* 
They are the individuals who are In most constant 
contact with college policy and Ideas* Is has been pointed 
out# the staff should cooperate in carrying Institutional ser­
vices to students# as well as to other persons*
Thm faculty handbook should include a discussion of 
the history and aims of northern Montana College* A state­
ment of the college*s publie service philosophy should also 
be listed* faculty'.members would then have background infer- 
nation about the institution In readily available form*
Faculty members should understand their role In the 
public relations program, as outlined In the preceding chapter* 
the public service director should encourage them to execute 
those obligations*
College personnel are also Important assistants in 
carrying the college to the public through all other media# 
They represent the chief source for college newspaper stories# 
radio programs# the speakers1 bureau# and aid in all phases 
of public relations#
They are the Individuals who are vital to carrying
out the public service program# This responsibility should
'be explained to them in Individual conference® and general 
meeting®# They should realise that they are the personnel 
from, whom, and by whom, ■ the activities .are originated and 
then carried out#
2. Public Appearances# An institution of higher 
learning is In an excellent position to place Its personnel 
In front of the public# northern Montana College should see 
that staff members speak at club®, conventions, meeting®, 
and programs in the High-Lln© area# Organisations in this 
area can use competent speaker® and the college Is an ex* 
cellent source for them#
Establishment of a speakers* bureau is now underway 
at Horthern Montana College* Faculty member® are to be asked 
If they wish to appear on public programs# If they agree, 
they will list the title of their speech# This material is 
to be accumulated and published in a bulletin to be sent to 
clubs and organisations in the area*
Individual speakers not only will be delivering ed­
ucational talks, but also will be establishing the institution** 
reputation#
The publie service director should encourage faculty 
members to make such speeches* And the program should be 
encouraged by the director through contact® with clubs and 
organisations# Northern Montana Colle ge has furnished 
speakers when requested to do so, but to increase the use 
of this medium for public service, the institution should use
-so-
personal contacts# the speakers* bureau, and suggestions
to club leaders*
College sport activities, music programs, and dramatic 
productions are other public appearance media.* When the 
northern Montana College basketball squad plays games, it is 
helping or harming college prestige* Good music and drama 
productions should be scheduled for appearances in High-line 
communities* These programs are not only entertaining and 
educational! they also help in building the Institution*s 
reputation*
Student recruitment is another personal appearance 
means of taking the college to the public* Faculty members 
can explain the functions of the college to high school students* 
Tre-eolleg® counselors talk to high school s ha dents 
about their plans for higher education* These friendly 
talks can demonstrate to the student that the college is 
genuinely interested In his educational plans*
A word of caution is necessary in discussing student 
recruitment* In the opinion of the writer the field is be­
coming over-crowded, and many time® high school superinten­
dents are irritated by many institutions asking for time to 
talk to students* The University of Montana would be helping 
its prestige if it had a central office in Helena for such work* 
Under the present situation, each unit carries out its own 
recruiting plans, and at times representatives from more than 
one unit will appear at the same school in the same day or 
week* This has proved embarrassing to all concerned*
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Students and Alumni* Students are also an 
Important means of Interpreting the Institution to the public, 
as has been suggested in the preceding chapter* Individually 
each student is important, and collectively, through their 
student government, newspaper, clubs, and alumni organisation* 
they offer a unique opportunity for interpretation of college 
public relatione*
fhe cooperation of student governing organisations Is 
useful in promptIng Worthere Montana College public relations***. 
Students like to be asked to- participate in the institution1® 
programs* If approached through their elected representatives, 
they will feel their support is more significant* they have 
been raised in the democratic tradition and, In the opinion 
of the writer, will respond to suggestions more readily if 
democratic channels of procedure are used by the administration*^ 
wIf there Is a best medium for reaching and influ­
encing the majority of students. It Is the campus newspaper."3
1Central Board is the governing body of the Associated 
.Students of Morthem Montana College* Members are elected by 
students for a one-year term from freshmen and sophomore 
classes,, the two residence halls, off-campus students, and 
officer® from the entire student body*
^Central Board members have Indicated support of col­
lege public relations programs when they have been explained 
to them* The president and the public service director take 
special care to see that Central Board members are- asked advice 
on plans relating to the students* ;v" Recognition by all college 
personnel of the rights and privileges of this student-govern­
ing organization, in the opinion of the writer, has aided in 
not only Increasing the prestige of the particular body, 
but also has proved valuable In resultant Central Board support 
in such college programs as campus improvement, the #6 per 
quarter building fee, special entertainment days, and meetings*
%arral, Publie Relations for Higher Education* op* cit** p* 819* ' -------------
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The NoMoCo Is the official publication of the students of 
northern Montane College, It is published bi-weekly during 
the regular college year, the journalism class at the col­
lege is responsible for Its publication, and the paper is used 
as a laboratory project for students* How ewer, staff Member­
ship la open to any student on the campus*
The publie service director should work with the 
journalism instructor.* the editor and other staff members' to 
see that The WolfoCo carries news of college educational 
programs* Since the paper Is sent to Montana high schools* 
members of the state board of education* and some parents* it 
is essential that It reflect correctly the campus life*
But there should never be domination of the,staff by 
the journalism Instructor or the public service director*
The paper Is a student-financed project and should be student- 
operated* Friendliness and cooperation by the administration 
with the student reporters is the best method of securing 
.their support*
By suggesting possible news stories and aiding repor­
ters In securing the necessary information* the public service 
director can—
* * * awaken the staff to the potentialities 
of the publication in aiding the institution1® 
progress* A* an instrument of good will* the col­
lege newspaper Is tremendously important,*
1Ibid*# p* 225,
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Campus clubs are another student medium for carrying 
out the functions and alms of Wortham Montana College* they 
are outgrowths of specific college courses and thus'their 
foundation Is educational* Faculty sponsors and club officers 
should do their utmost to see that club meetings are worth­
while* These organisations can aid related community and 
area projects* Club tours to offices, museums, laboratories, 
and other places emphasising particular club interests,:■ demon­
strate to the public that the members are using all available 
resources for their education*
Once a student leaves the college he should not be 
forgotten* As an alumnus of the institution he plays an 
important part in Worthsm Montana. College public relations* 
Hegardless of the- number of months he spent on the campus, he 
still is recognised as a former student of the institution*
His value to the institution is great for—
• * * * there is mo substitute for graduate 
support in attaining many of the public relations 
objectives of higher education* To overlook the 
role which, alumni, through intelligent and contin­
uous support, play in lending strength and co-op­
eration to the institutional program is to ignore one of 
the vital cogs In the interpretative machinery**
It follows that excellent training, pleasant activi­
ties, and enjoyable,friendships while in college will be 
remembered by the student, and reflected in his actions after 
he leaves the institution* If he liked the time he spent at 
Northern Montana College he will tell others about it* If
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he was mot pleased with, the life on the campus he will also 
voice M s  opinions#
Cooperation of the alumni in creating good will for 
the college is extremely important# fhe publie service direc­
tor should recognize that tttt is the alumni who get and hold 
the non-alumni friends of the institution#
$ 0  maintain alumni interest in northern Montana Col­
lege* an alumni office is being established on the campus#
Steps were taken this spring to contact as m m j  former stu­
dents as possible by sending questionnaires to them# An 
alumni news bulletin was published in July* and plans now. 
Indicate it will become a quarterly publication of the public 
service division*
flans to establish alumni chapters In various commun­
ities in the area are now under consideration# In such groups* 
Northern Montana College has a nucleus for promoting college 
programs in a specific area* Alumni groups can help In 
scouring support for college finances#as well as acting as 
the directing group for such local projects as student re­
cruitment* extension courses* public appearances by institut­
ional personnel*
One of the principal tasks of the alumni office Is to 
keep graduates completely and continuously informed of the 
conditions and needs on the campus# Information may be routed
^•Joseph 1* Bell* "Alumni and American Higher Education,11
School and Society* t M f  (December 6, 194?)* p* 443.
through general publicity# alumni organisations, newsletters, 
reports and bulletins, movies, college speakers, local alumni 
meetings# athletic events# concerts# individual correspondence# 
Individual visits to alumni, placement service# and special 
weekends on campus for the alumni# ■
Alumni should he treated as adults* The idea of the 
good old college days has been carried to extremes* fhe 
public service director and all college personnel dealing 
with, former students should maintain this adult philosophy 
in all contacts*
the partnership concept must dominate all. publie 
relations techniques and procedures of the alumni 
office in its contacts with the administration# 
faculty, students, and former students* 'Each 
group must be mad© aware of its responsibilities 
and limitation* in the Institutional program* Alum­
ni- are willing to do more than keep alive the ^rah- 
rah® spirit of college days* They are eager to 
promote the welfare of their alma mater, to per­
petuate the friendships formed in campus life, and 
to promote the cause of education generally* Mo 
university can reach its full, effectiveness until 
it enjoys complete fellowship with its alumni*5*
Many Horthem Montana College alumni live in the 
Kigh-i*ln© area*^ Sufficient funds should b© allocated by the 
administration to enable the public service division to 
establish working contact with these former students# in­
dividually and in groups*
^Charles E* Widmayer in College publicity Manual 
edited by W. Emerson Beck# ©j>* cfC*# pp* 1&S-SS1*
%arral, Public Relation* for Higher Education* op* cit.i p* 175*
% f r a * #  Appendix A, Table XXIV, p# 1 3 8 ,
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Alumni, because of their age and acceptance by 
society as adult** are none valuable f in many ways* for 
promoting the college than currently-enrolled students#
As members of a eotsmalty and an area, working and living 
with other adults,, they are placed by others on a level of 
•quality which the teen-age students cannot reach.
this natural fact should be recognised by the insti­
tution from the beginning, The minute a student arrives on 
the Horthern Montana College campus, he should be considered 
as a permanent public relations medium, first as a student 
and later as an alumni. Students do not change their public 
relations values when they suddenly become former students.
In a real sense they may Increase their public service value 
to the college.
4. Newspapers. Most Americans read scm© type of 
newspaper every day. They may not spend much time in this 
activity, but nevertheless It is the most constant source 
of Information for their current knowledge of news. It is 
"probably the most vital agency in influencing publie opinion 
today.
The college public service director should recognise
that—*
The newspaper is an indispensable medium of 
expression for higher education. Its columns are 
open seven days a week, every week in the year, for 
the institution with a story to tell* It is the 
great recording medium, the instrument of
^Harral, Fubl1c Relations for Higher Education, op. 
bit., p. 285.
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Interpretatlon, the vehicle of straight or "spot* 
news, human interest* and features* leading of 
the newspaper Is now as much a part of "daily 
living as breakfast# lunch,, and dinner**
The most constant medium for keeping the institution 
before the public is the newspaper* There are four daily 
newspapers and a number of weeklies in the area which northern 
Montana College serves*^ College news should be sent to them 
at regular intervals# At the present time these newspapers# 
as well as all other newspapers in the state receive a weekly 
news release from the college# It is prepared in 'the public 
service division office and mailed from the president1# office*
Of the daily newspapers in the area# the Great Falls 
Tribune has the largest* and also the widest circulation#
It is the morning piper for the High-Blue area* and many cit­
izens subscribe to it* The 'Tribune has been cooperative in 
publishing news of Morthem Mont a m  College* The fact that 
It does not publish m o m  news of the college Is the fault of 
the public service division*. The director has not had time 
to do special features for the Tribune# or release special 
stories#
The Havre Bally Hews Is the local dally* Its. position 
as the only daily newspaper in the college community places 
it in an excellent position as a daily outlet' for institutional 
news* Cooperation with this paper is on an excellent basis* 
and the editorial staff is anxious to carry as much college
*Horace Renegar In College Publicity Manual edited 
’ by W* Htaerson Reck, 0 £* citVr'pV sg#
gInfra* * Appendix C, p# 183*
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news as possible* Circulation is limited to the immediate 
Havre area to a large degree* The public service division 
is the campus correspondent for this newspaper as it is for 
all others* In the opinion of the writer this newspaper would 
carry more news if It received it*
The Kalispell Inter Lake and the Ureaj Falla Leader 
do not carry as much northern Montana College news as the other 
two dailies* the Kali spell paper Is. chiefly interested In 
news of Flathead county students who go to the Havre unit*
The Leader is under the same management as the tribune and 
Its circulation Is principally in Great Falls*
Weekly newspapers in the area receive the same news 
reports as the dailies* The Havre Independent* the local 
weekly, carries* most of the news released, even though It might 
have appeared earlier in the- Havre Pally Hews* The out-of- 
town weeklies, however, usually confine their coverage to 
news of local students at the college*
Sending of the same news release to both weeklies and 
dailies has been done for expediency* Under the present or­
ganisation, It is impossible for the public service division 
to issue more than one major release each week* There is not 
enough time to release individual stories* If more time Is 
allocated for public relations work at the college, one of the 
first steps would be to send out more specialised news reports, 
aimed at certain types of newspapers*
Weekly newspapers as a media for college public re-
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latlona should not be Ignored# Since most northern Montana 
College students come from communities with weeklies* the 
public service director should recognise that these papers 
are a vital factor in the Harr© xmlt*s publicity program#
The home-town newspaper Is extremely important.
They are still the backbone of the journalistic world* 
they exert a great deal of influence* The local editor is 
"preacher, confessor, crusader, father to the community."^ 
College public service directors'should not believe that the 
"era of personal journal1an is a thing of the past**®
Most editors ask that college new® follow the same 
rules regarding its reporting as other news* Boughly there 
are three kinds of storiesI "the straight or •spot1 story, 
the human interest story, and the feature story*"®
The straight story in college publicity includes 
reports of campus events, such as enrollment, speakers, 
meetings, trips, improvements, student affairs, athletic 
events, and activities* These should be reported in correct 
news fashion following the accepted procedures of newswrlting#
Human interest stories grow out of the straight news 
reports* In the college world they are centered around person­
nel and students. Basically they are stories that "reveal 
in an unusual manner the emotions and interests of the men
1Marral, Public iel&tlona for Higher Education, op* cit*# p* 68*
gIbld.
®Horae® Ranegar In  College Publicity Manual edited by
W. Emerson Heck, oj># clt*. ...
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and woman engaged in higher education.
Collage feature stories deal with inner workings of 
campus life* They are centered around behind—the-scenee 
activities of college personnel and students* They are us­
ually read for interest value rather than spot news value
These general types of stories form the foundation 
for reporting college news* It is important that the public 
hear of campus activities*
But for educational publie service, the college should 
use the newspapers, as well as all other Media, to carry 
education t© the public. To fulfill Its obligations of 
educating those who support it, northern Montana College should 
report news of current trends in science, history,- literature, 
and the arts* Interpretative articles by college staff mem­
bers in specific fields are not only interesting but, more 
im portan t, they are educational* lews release emphasis 
should be placed-upon information that will make the reader 
a better-educated e it ia e n ^ fo r  having read the story*^ Far 
too long college publicity bureaus have written about home- 
coming, great athletes, good .plays, fine musical programs*
These are necessary, but the heart of the institution is in
1Ib ld . . p . 25 .
QAn example is the series o f stories the Worthem Mon­
tana College Public service division released during the 
Spring o f 1953 on the departments o f the college* These 
stories appeared In the Havre Bally Hews*
^Stories on faculty members* interpretation of new 
government laws, economic changes, recent books, new methods 
of cooking, recent Improvements in science, and ideas for 
better farm ing are interesting and also educational*
classroom teaching# What is said there should go out to more 
people than the relatively few who hear the lecture# Only 
after such stories are released can the institution be of 
full value to the public which It serves#
Area newspaper publishers, editors, and reporters 
should be invited to the campus# betters to these individuals 
asking them to visit the college can bring good results# If 
they cannot come, they will at least know that they are wanted 
on the campus# And for those who do visit the college they 
will then have a first-hand knowledge of the institution*
Thus they will be better able to visualise the college when 
they receive a news story about happenings there*
Personal visits by college staff members to newspapers 
can create a feeling of mutual respect* fhere are relatively 
few newspapers In the northern Montana College area*. It 
would be possible, and wise, for college personnel to know 
the editors of these publications*
Hewspaper men also are a source for campus lecturers* 
They could be asked to speak to students when they visit the 
institution* Their knowledge is educational, and their ap- 
pearance on the campus can create in them a sense of pride* 
Through such steps as those listed above, the public 
service division can create a stronger bond between the col­
lege and the newspaper#
* * # # a study of these two great social ins­
titutions emphasizes once more that there Is a decided 
need for the leaders of each to understand the phll~
qsophyt fu n c tio n s , and problems of the other.* Bd- 
ucators, by dealing in absolute fairness with the 
press, will find that a stronger relationship re­
sults* The solution of many problems will some when
both agencies, through patience, understanding, and 
long-range p lann ing , work together for a common 
public good**
5* Radio,* Compared to newspapers, radio is still
In its Infancy* Yet it has grown with such tremendous strides
during the past twenty-five years that it now ranks high as
oa medium for news dissemination*
The Northern Montana College area has seven radio 
stations* They are KOJM, Havre I KIYI, Shelby| KFBB, KM0H, 
KXU?, a l l  o f G reat F a lls }  KGSZ, K a lls p e ll ,  and KLCB, L ib b y .3
The first five stations, 'because of their locations, reach 
the majority of the people in the area the college serves*
In preparing radio programs, the college public 
relations director should bear in mind—
F i r s t ,  radio has a. non-selectIve audience* .
* * Second, the radio listener is listening funda­
mentally for the.purpose of relaxation and e n te r ta in ­
ment* * * * third and last, any person desiring the 
use of the medium of radio must realise that stations 
wish to maintain the biggest audiences possible at 
all times*4
These -three fundamental points are important in
^Harral* Public Relations for Higher !du cation* op*
.* ,  ̂ a ' m m m -m m m m m m im m i w  m i tm m m i mi Mm u i ■ mi    i in m m m mm m   mm idili*in»» ■'■!»*   y iHUMPiWcit*, p* 138*
%lmer G* Sulzer in Pollage Publicity Manual edited 
by W* Imerson Reck, ojs. ett»7 P*luO*
5 Infra * * Appendix C*p, 162*
%lmsr G* Sulsser in College Publicity Manual edited 
by W* Person Reck, o£* elt*1*'1'p*L 'IIP*
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planning any college nail© programs* However, the Institution 
mast hold to its philosophy of educational service in this 
medium also*
Current Northern Montana College radio programs are 
aired over the lavre and Mbby stations# ^Coffee Club11 is 
a half»hour weekly quis show featuring faculty members and 
guests from the northern Montana area* One a tl one cover the 
fields of literature, science,, the arts, religion, and current 
events* listeners are invited to send in questions, ifoldh 
they have don® during tbs two years the program has been on 
the air* It is conducted by the public service director who 
is responsible for the program*
A weekly news broadcast is released each Monday during 
the regular school year* Usually It reviews the same stories 
carried, In the weekly news release* At times special inter- 
views with students and faculty members are included*
Special college events, such as plays,' athletic com- 
'tests, convocations-,, receive individual coverage,^ fhe pro* 
grams are usually recorded and the tapes sent to the stations*
All Montana radio stations are os the mailing list 
for the weekly news release also sent to newspapers* Individ­
ual stations choose what new# they wish to release about the
^When world-famous Architect Hi chard Joseph Beutrm 
spoke at the 1952 graduation exercises, Havre Radio Station 
KiO« used three hours to cover the ceremonies and Neutra* s 
speech* Other special program have Included airing of Un­
iversity of Minnesota lecturers, student award programs, and 
a series of dramatic skits built around current drama productions*
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college.
In, the opinion of the writer these programs haws 
'been college prestige builders* But maximum use of the local 
station as well as the others in the area has not been 
practiced, again this is principally due to lack of help 
in the-public service division*
Future programs should include entertainment as well 
as educational elements* Musical programs# using college 
talent are now In the planning- stage# and a student-radio 
club is developing dramatic productions for the public service 
division*
the fundamental belieft. that -college radio programs 
should aid in increasing the listeners* intelligence should 
he the. guide .for future, programs* Feature radio shows based 
on the same' general Ideas as feature, news -stories' Should be 
the- motivating force in all such undertakings*
In the opinion of the writer* Northern Montana College 
has yet to use area radio facilities to any great extent*
If this medium is to be employed* steps should be taken to see 
that competent* radio^experlenced personnel are assigned*
In the opinion of the writer* the programa aired to date have 
proved excellent builders of college public relations. But 
the surface has only been scratched in the educational value 
of radio public service*
7* Motion Picture* Visual education has become an 
accepted means of teaching in twentieth century living. It
Is relatively new in Montana* bat some steps have been taken 
such as the short picture about Montana State University* 
this film m s  produced by University students to Illustrate 
the offerings of Montana. State University*
fhis Is an expensive method for Worthern Montana Col­
lege. A . series of picture slides would be less expensive 
and* in most oases* might be as good as a motion picture*
Wortham Montana College would do well to plan such 
a series* these pictures could be used by faculty members 
when delivering speeches about the institution* fha use of 
pictures in all methods of publicity can aid in giving a 
better 'understanding- of .the college*
«* im m & .  Publications* College catalogs* bulletins* 
reports*'and. special publications are- other media for public 
relations*
fhese should be w e ll .organised and attractively arran­
ged* A dell, publication .will net hold the interest of many 
people very* long* Us©,,. Gf pictures and interesting copy is 
very 'Important* And the staff members .who prepare- these 
editions should, guard against the use of too many technical 
and educational terns* these publications are read by the 
layman* and a first rule in their exposition should be to make 
them as readable as possible*
Wortham Montana College publishes a biennial catalog* 
and numerous bulletins about special curricula* ft*© Individ** 
ual staff members responsible for their creation should bear
tli© above statements in mind.
The public service division should place the Morthern 
Montana College publications in positions where they will be 
read. The public reads available material in such places as 
hotel lobbies, hospitals, high school libraries, doctor*© 
offices, city mid county libraries, barber shops, beauty 
salons, and train and bus stations* College publications 
should be placed in such places.
The student newspaper, and annual are two other pub* 
llcations which can be used to build college prestige. They 
can be sent to high schools, libraries, and other similar 
public places,
northern Montana College publications deserve more 
readership than: they now have. The public service director 
should see that they find that readership by increasing 
their circulation.
Summary
All of these media of interpretation are important
to college public service* Collectively they represent the 
/
means for carrying the institution1© story to the public which 
supports It* Individually, they each have special techniques 
and values in getting the story across to that public*
The college faculty and students remain the most im­
portant mean® for carrying the college to the people, and
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interpreting college ideas and functions* The cooperation of 
these two primary groups is essential.# and great emphasis 
should he placed upon them in the public relations program*
Newspapers# radio, and public appearances are also im­
portant in the ligh-kine area for carrying the college program, 
to the public* In coming yean# the public service division 
should increase its use of these media* Motion pictures of 
an institution are good# but due to fl.mn.cial limitations of 
the college public service division# use of this medium is 
limited, at present* internal publications can build know­
ledge ©f the institution by gaining a wider readership through 
greater distribution and circulation*
The basic philosophy underlying use of these media in 
college public service must always be ed u catio na l* It is 
important for Northern Montana College to let the people know 
what Is happening on the campus* Bit even more Important# 
the college should use these media to educate the public in 
the ways o f living*
CHAPTRR V
imSKPRBVAVlOaS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
fhe program of public relations for Northern Montana
College discussed in the preceding chapters is a fundamental 
factor in aiding the institution to carry out its assigned 
functions# tfhe college can advene* as a leading educational 
center in certain fields of instruction through intelligent 
application of these principles*. Adequate and correct em­
ployment, ©f the program Is a vital necessity if the Havre 
unit of the University of Montana la to assume and execute 
completely its moral obligations to the tax payers Who 
support It#
A thorough understanding of the area Northern Montana 
College serves., as well as study of the student enrollment 
figures is a prime requisite to any public relation® program 
the institution might undertake* Such studies made for this 
work have been invaluable in discussing the public relations 
program for the Havre unit, the research has shown that most
iNorthern Montana College students come from the High-Mne* 
enroll principally in elementary teacher training, secretarial 
sciences, or the physical science®* and leave college with 
less than two years training to take a job rather than to
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pursu© additional education* These table a Indicate clearly 
that Northern Montana College is an area school, and thus It 
follows that concentration should be on programs and services 
for the High-line country* I t  is too early to tell what ef­
fect the Vocational-Technical progran of the unit will have 
on distribution of student enrollment•
the future of Northern Montana College public relations 
will, to a large extent, depend upon the types of students who 
study at the Havre u n it *  Therefore it is essential to continue 
these enrollment studies and Incorporate them into all public 
service planning*
It is also essential that the northern Montana College 
■public service division receive budget allocations commen­
surate with its Importance and value* The program of public 
service also -should be of the highest caliber possible with­
in the limitations of budget., personnel, - .and common-sens© 
rules of diminishing return* These two points, finances and 
quality of program, are not, at all time® Interdependent* But 
under the present situation at northern Montana College they 
are of mutual Importance* Unless additional money Is allocated 
there can be little development In the collegefs public ser­
vices* And the giving of free time by faculty members has, 
in some cases, reached the desirable maximum*
Staff members have been more than generous in con­
tributing to .specific public relations projects* The radio-
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programa, although planned-fey the public service director* 
could not have been continued without the constant help of 
faculty members In preparing questions. for w0offee Olub1* and 
writing scripts for special shows*, fhey haws done such work 
as their part in building college prestige* But It is unfair 
to ask them to continue such work unless some allowance is 
mad# la their regular teaching assignments*
Horthem Montana College is a relatively small in­
stitution, and as such, It depends upon each staff member for 
help in effecting policies and programs* this method Is an 
excellent means in uniting the faculty for concerted college 
action# In the majority of cases it is .good campus public 
relations* A . friendly, cooperative spirit has grown out of 
such Joint activity which has demonstrated clearly that the 
majority of faculty members is deeply interested in the prog­
ress of the institution# Such mutuality of feeling toward 
the public relations program is, and should continue to be, 
the cor© of the public service division*
But this highly creditable attitude should be care­
fully handled by the president and the public service director 
lest it collapse from over-use* At the present time a faculty 
member volunteering for public relations work whether it be 
delivering a speech, teaching an extension class, or writing 
a radio script, must handle most of the details himself*
Adequate clerical help, provided by the public service 
division, could lighten the physical tasks of faculty members
doing such woife* It is essential to make staff assistance in 
public illations work as easy and enjoyable as possible#
The secretarial help requested should be centered in 
the public service division*. From this central public 
relations office* the secretary could be dispatched b© aid 
faculty members In their related work*
Such clerical assistance wouldI
I# A M  faculty members in their correspondence with 
students* parents* advisory committee members* professional 
acquaintances* and former students* The personal letter 
technique of public relations has been used Infrequently In 
the past#
2* frotrid# staff members with help In preparing special 
radio■scripts for programs dealing with their particular 
fields*
3# lid the present fUct&ty-alumni committee in keep** 
ing the alumni files ■current* At the present time the mem** 
bars of 'the committee do such wode• This is not only time- 
consuming but expensive . clerical labor*
4* Provide staff members with help in preparing 
special columns for release by the public service division*
It has been suggested that a weekly, column for newspapers and 
a broadcast for radio stations be prepared at the college*
5# Fro vide assistance to s t a f f  members involved In 
the preparation of material for college brochures* catalogs*
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and reports#
6* Halp- the public service director to maintain 
adequate files 'and information for the various departments 
of the division such as 'news releases* alumni records* ex­
tension and correspondence work, radio productions* speakers* 
bureau*
Because; of its else* lerthern Montana College cannot 
hire specialists in all the fields of public relations* So 
far as professional help In the division is concerned*, the 
present situation Is adequate* This adds emphasis to the 
assistance given by college staff members in carrying out 
the public service program •
The public service director is the coordinator for 
the public relations program* Be also handles many of the 
details of the projects and originates ideas* But he depends 
upon fellow faculty members and enrolled students in carry­
ing the programs to completion* This dependence must be re­
cognised and understood by the public service, director if he 
expects his programs to succeed*
The second ti.se of additional funds for public service 
lies in providing additional material for the media discussed 
in Chapter 1?.*.. College news releases# radio'programs* catalogs# 
brochures* reports* and speaking engagements should be in­
creased in number to bring the college*s message to the public* 
More money would enable the production of additional 
pictures and mats for newspapers* lew equipment for the
broadcasting studios, including expendable supplies such as 
tapes, is necessary to any expansion of radio public service# 
Special brochures featuring curricular offerings of the college 
could be sent to Interested persons,* College entertainment 
programs could make more appearances in area communities* At 
the present time, the budget allocation limits the- production 
of this material for media*
These financial requests do not entail a .great increase 
in the budget for the public service division* They do not 
predicate a program too expensive for northern Montana College 
to maintain* 'The- northern Montana College Public Service 
division has reached the end of adolescence* It must have 
additional finances to provide the personnel and material with 
which it can mature*
The Public Service Divisionfs Relationship with the Administration
The final budget for the-. Public Service division is 
approved by the president* Sis decision will affect the 
program to a marked degree* Of no less importance is the 
president1! attitude toward the public service director#
As was stated in Chapter III, the president should 
place the public -service director on a policy-making level 
with other administrative personnel* Only by such action is 
It possible to assume that maximum benefits can be secured, 
from a public -relations program*
By his own treatment of the publicity director, 
the college president will set an example which will 
be followed closely by many members of the staff* If 
the chief executive of the institution regards the
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director merely as .an ■ errand-boy-~one to ndo or 
die* bat never to- * reason why*— general staff 
opinion and practice are likely also to be on that 
level*
* * * « the president 3ms the responsibility of 
keeping the publicity m m  or woman infoBaed on all 
that 'goes on within the institution* Certainly one. 
cannot be expected to interpret that about which he 
does not have full knowledge.* It is unfair to "all 
concerned* most of all the institution itself* for 
the director to be expected to absorb in. a five# 
minute briefing all the ramifications of a matter 
on which the inner councils have spent many hours or 
days, of deliberation**
fhs relationship of the president and the public 
service director at lor them lontana College Is on an ex- 
tremely friendly basis at the present time* Considerable 
time has been taken by the president to see that the director 
Is included in plans for the Institution#
fhe president as the chief public relations officer 
works closely-with the director in outlining proposed programs* 
fhe plans are discussed thoroughly by these men and the good 
and poor points of the problem are analysed*
However * there has been no definite arrangement be­
tween the two men for consultation about college public re­
lations and problems, fhey discuss major public relations 
ideas and when difficult problems arise they Join in seeking 
a solution* But the over-all relationship of all college 
activities to the institution1 s reputation has not been rec­
ognised by the president as essentially connected with the 
fundamental programs of the public service division* In the
^Harold K* Schallenger in College Publicity Manual 
edited by W. tmerson leek* o&* cit*^p* tLf*1 1
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inltial years of the program* when publicity was the chief 
public relations function, this policy was adequate. But 
If the institution is to us# its public service division 
as now proposed, the president must include the public service 
director in all discussions involving college policy*
The administrative committee handles many problems 
effecting college discipline, finane#* and instruction* By 
their very nature the#* subjects arc- related to individuals 
who can help or harm the institution* Therefor© it is desir­
able that the public service director be an advisory member 
of the policy-forming committees on the campus • Several dis­
ciplinary decisions involving students were poorly handled 
from a public relations point of v i e w * a  few words concern­
ing the. public relations implications of such steps could 
have helped to prevent unfortunate reactions*
The administration must have absolute confidence In 
the public aerwto# director if the program is to work effici­
ently* Such confidence has been evidenced at northern Montana 
College, but principally on the level of technical execution* 
The president must clarify the duties ■and responsibilities 
of the public service director*
fn carrying out this program, Horthem Montana College 
must never lose sight of its three basic reason#.;, for existence 
— Elementary Teacher Preparation, Pre-Professi onal education,
1In two cases students were sent heme for failing to 
abide by dormitory- rules* The prolonged period of delay be­
fore announcing the decision caused considerable unrest with­
in the student bo^*
and Yoo ational-f eehnt oal training# *1um* educational 
offerings form the basis for the institution^ public service* 
Horthem Montana College is the higher educational
center of the High-Mne country* k thorough understanding 
by staff members of this area Is a prime requisite if the 
Institution is to fulfill Its obligations to the cltlaens 
of that region*
Horthem Montana College must continue to bring addlt* 
ional knowledge, on and off campus, to the High-I*ina area*' 
Properly applied* the public relations program discussed In 
this thesis c m  aid in helping Hlgh<*I*ln© residents to under* 
stand, appreciate, and lire a more significant life*
Two principal decisions must be made by the president 
of lorthem Montana College before this public relations pro- 
■gram can be instituted* First, he must allocate sufficient 
awmny to the division to provide for its adequate operation 
as proposed In the foregoing discussion* This Includes the 
maintenance of a continuing study of enrollment figures* 
Secondly, the president must recognise that all of the actions 
associated, with the college relate to its reputation. Be 
should place the public service director on a policy-making 
level to assist In seeing that college actions are gauged to 
their public relations implications*
If thee# suggestions are accepted, the public relations
program of northern Montana Collage can ho a channel through 
which the institution build* its prestige while providing 
education* leadership* service* and entertainment to the 
Migbv&in® country*
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TABLt I
BISTRXBOTXOIf OF H0BTHEHH MOfTAM C0LLH&S STOKER? HR01&1IKR 
BY C&ASS AHD SEX, FALL OOAlf'SH, 1942-1951
Fresh- Sopho- Spe- Veter- total Bn-
man more otal .an, Total roilment
194®
m m  @7
Women ^ ^  — 154 ^
fotal 140 SI 221
1943
Men 20
Women .*— «
fotal 76 36 11®
1944
Men 16
Women ^  ^    . 86
fotal 60 42 10®
1945
Men 27
_ •  .**_«• — - 112
Total 104 35 13®
TABLE I (continued)
DISTRIBUTION OF NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE STUB8ST ENROLLMENT 
BY CLASS AND SEX, FALL QUARTER, 1048-1951
Fresh- Sopho- Spe- Veter- Total Bn-
nen more clal an Total Follment
1946
Men
Women
189
132
total 2 3 2 89
„  m T
194?
Men
Women
174
166
total 216 184 540
1948
Men
Women
96
92
59
5?
12
7
167
156
total 188 116 19 (73)* 325
1949
Men
Women
128
128
m
47
12
16
203
184
total 280 110 W ! (51)* 587
#Ho breakdown available as to sex of veterans*
TABLI t (continued)
PISfRlBHflOW OF KOBfamir MOMTANA COLL BOB SffJ®! HBDLLMff 
BY CLASS AMD SIX, PALL QUARTER, 1942-1951
Fresh­
men
Sopho­
more
Spe­
cial
Veter­
an Total
fotal En­
rollment
1950
Men 70 72 8 150
Women 87 59 X 157
Total 157 141 9 (21)# 307
1951
Men 55 55 7 95
Women 95 45 9 150
Total 149 80 15 (11J* 245
TBM-miT""...
TOTALS 1,572 « 854 71 (158) 2,497
Men (1,128)
Women (1,559)
(Blank spaces result of no breakdown available as to number 
of men and women in each class In certain years*)
% o  breakdown available as to sex of veterans.
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TABLE 11
DISTRIBUTION OF HOHTHEHK MOHTAHA COLLEGE S f f W f  EMROLLMBHT 
BY COUNTIES, WALL QUARTER, 1942
Humber Percent of
Counties Represented of Student#. Total Enrollment
Hill 65 29.4$
Phillips 14 6.3
Daniels 12 5.4
Valley 11 8.0
Liberty 9 4.1
Toole 9 4.1Flathead 9 4.1
Lewis &• Clark 9 4.1
Pondera 8 3.6
Blaine 8 3.6Choteau 8 3.6
Boosewelt a 3.6Fergus ? 3.1Shdrfcdan 6 2.7
Caseade 6 2.7
Richland 5 2.2
Judith Basin 4 1.8
Glacier 5 1.3
Teton 3 1.3MeCone 3 1.3
Lake 2 .9
Ravalli 1 .5Big Horn I .5
Out of State 10 4.5
TOTALS 221 100 %
Twenty*three counties represented out of a total of fifty-sixin the state* 41$
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tabss n i
DISTHI BUf IOHT OF HOHTHERN M0I7AIA COLLEGE SYTOE1Y EHROLLMEHT 
BY m w n x w ,  FALL QUA1YBB, 1943
Counties
Humber 
of Students
Percent of 
fotal
tar# *t * 26 25*2jf
Phillips 12 10.7
Flathead 10 8*9
Cascade 6 5.3
Choteau 6 5*8
Sheridan 6 5*8
Daniels 6 4*4
Blaine 3 4*4
Liberty 4 3.6Lewis & Clark 4 5*6
Pondera 3 2*7
falley 3 2.7
kdlaeler 2 1*9fool© 2 1.9
Fergus, 2 1*9
Roosevelt 2 1.9
Hlehlaad 2 1.9Wibaux. 2 1.9Dawson 1 •8Judith Basin 1 .8feton . 1 *8
Lincoln’ 1 .8
Out of State 6 5*8
YOfALS lit 100 $
fwenby-two counties represented out of a total of fifty-sixIn the state* 39* 4*
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TA1LB IV
BXSTHIBtJTIOH OF irOKTHKM I O M M  COLLEGE SftTDMf K¥EOLI,Ml®f
n r covmts&§ m  qhahtbr, 1944
Humber Percent of
Counties Bepresented of Students total Enrollment
Hill 28 27*4#
Phillips 13 12*7
Flathead 7 6*9
Baniels 8 5*9
. Blaine 8 5*9
Valley $ 5.9
Liberty 5 4.8
Sheridan 3 2.9
Toole 5 2*9
Cascade 3 2.9Ohoteau . 3 <,*« fe
Boosevelt 2 2.0
Wibaux 2 2.0
Teton 1 1*0
Glacier 1 1*0
Judith Basin 1 1.0
Pea*gms 1 1.0
Powell 1 1.0
Lewis $ Clark 1 1*0
Gallatin 1 1.0
BiehXand 1 1.0
Out of State 7 6.9
TOTALS 102 100 f
Twenty-one counties represented out of a total of fifty-sixin the state* 37.5#
TABLE ¥
m n m i m t i m  of n m m m ®  n m r n m  college student a m u M W t  
m coxmim* f a l l  qtuukubb, m s
Hunber Percent -of
Counties Bepre&ented of Students- total Enrollment
Hill 65 46*8!
Blaine 8 5.8
Thillips S 5.8Boeeeeelt 7 5*0
Baniels , 6 4.3Lewis k Clark $ 4.5
tools 5 3.6Sheridan 5 5*6Eichland 4 2.6
Cascade 4 2.9
Flathead 3 2.1
Liberty j 8 2.1Choteau S 2.1
Valley 2 1.4T A'tFsa iiSKv 2 1.4Fergus 2 1.4
Gallatin 1 •8Big Horn 1 *8
Out of State 4 2.9
TOTALS ISO 100 J
Eighteen counties represented out of a total of ft fty**six 
In the state* 32.1%
TABLE VI
DISTRIBUTION OF NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE BW M M  ENROLLMENT 
BY COUNTIES, PALL WARTSM, 1946
Bounties Represented
Number
of Students
Percent of 
fotal. Inyo'
m u 146 45*6$
Phillips 19 5*9Blaine 18 5*6
Cascade IS 5*6
Flathead 15 4*7
Roosevelt 15 4*7
Valley 19 5*8Sheridan 10 3*1
Liberty 9 8*8
Lewis & 01ark 9 8.a
Daniels V 2.8
Eichland 6 ' 1.8
Choteau 5 1*5
tools 5 1.6
Pondera 5 1.6
tteCone 2 .6
Glacier 2 *6
Sllverbow 2 ♦6Fergus'. 2 .0
Deer Lodge 1 .3
Madison I .3Park 1 .3ttussel&ell 1 .3
Buster 1 .3
Teton 1 .3
Lincoln 1 .3
Out of State 7 2*2
TOTALS- 381 100 £
Twenty-aix counties represented out of a total of fifty-sixIn the state* 46*4$
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TABUS ¥11
DISTRIBUTION OF HOHTHKW 'MOHTAHA COLLSGE SftfBENT MBOLLMMT 
BY COUHTl.SSt FALL QUARTER, 194?
Imber Percent of
Counties Represented of Students Total Enrollment
Hill 131 58*5$
Phillips 34 10.0
FI a tbs ad 31 9*1
Blaine 21 S.!
Cascade IS 4*?
Chateau IS 4.4
Valley 11 * 3*2
Liberty B 2.5Sheridan a 2*3
Roosevelt 7 2.1
MoGone 6 1.8
Fergus tzO l.S
Toole 3 1*5
Lewis k Clark 4 1.2
Richland 3 .9
Panicle 3 .9
Fondera 3 .9
Lake ft .6Judith Basin 2 .6
Musselshell 2 *6Yellowstone 2 .6
Gallatin 2 .6
SHrer Bow 2 *6
Teton 2 *6Sanders 1 .5Beer Lodge 1 *3Madison 1 .3Broadwater 1 .3
Glacier 1 *3
Out of State 10 2.9
TOTALS 340 100 5*
Twenty-nine counties represented out of a total of fifty-sixin the state* 51*8$
TABUS VIII
DISTRI SOTIOtf OF WORTH®* MONTANA COLLEGE STUDENT ENROLLMENT 
BY COUNTIES, FALL Q0ARMR, 1948
Number Percent of
Counties Represented of Students Total Enrollment
Hill 105 32.8$
Blaine 54 10.5
Flathead §0 6.2
Phillips 18 5.5
Valley 18 1Z Cf OfD
Roosevelt 15 4*6Chateau 15 4*6
Sheridan 11 5.7Cascade' 10 5.1
Pondera • 9 2.8
Liberty' 8 2.4
Tool# 7 2.2
Lewis &'Clark 5 i.a
Daniels‘ S 1.6Lincoln" 5 .9
Fergus 5 .9
Teton 8 .6Ola© lex*' 2 .6Oarfleld 2 •6MeCene 2 •6Yellowstone % • 6Gallatin 2 .6Lake 1 .SMineral 1 *5Uefferson 1 .5Broadwater 1 •5Wheatland 1 .5Musselshell 1 .5Petroleum 1 •5Wibaux 1 •3
Out of State 16 . . 4.9
TOTALS 525 100 $
Thirty* eountles represented out ©f a total of fifty-sixin the ®sate* 53*6%
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TABLE IX
distribution of hortherb mohtam ooLLEoi B * m m m  m m i X M m t  
m  coumim, fail quarter, 1 9 4 9
S a m U s a
lumber 
of Students
Percent of 
Total Enrollment
Hill 139 36.9#Phillips 38 9.5
Flathead 24 6.2Valley m c m v«vBlaine 19 4.9
liberty. 14 3.6Pondera 13 3.3
Choteau 18 3.3Daniels 19 3.1
Cascade 11 2.8
Olaeter 11 2.8
Sheridan 10 2*5
HoOSOTelt 10 2.5
f oole 6 1.6Lake 6 1.0MeCone 5 1.3Richland 5 1.3Lewis & Clark 5 1.3Dawson 3 .8
Teton 2 .5
Fergus 2 .5Lincoln 2 .5Missoula 2 8£ . O
Mineral 1 .3
Hawaii1 1 .3
Deer Lodge 1 .3
Jefferson 1 .3Wheatland 1 .3Carbon 1 .3Judith Basin 1 .3
Out of State __8 2.1
TOTALS 387 100 $
Thirty counties represented out of a total of fifty-sixin the state# 55#6$
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TkWM X
DISTBXBUTIOW OF HORTHBRH 10TO1A COLLEGE i ! U ® !  EWBOIXMM1! 
BY C0OTTIBS* FAIL OCARTER* 1950
Mumber Percent of
Counties Represented of Students fetal Enrollment
m u 107 34.8$
Phillips m 8.1
Valley 18 3 .8Flathead 17 5.6
Roosevelt 15 4.8
Cascade 13 4.2
Pondera It 3.9
Choteau 12 3.9Sheridan 10 3.2
Hichiand 9 2.9
Liberty 9 2.9
Blaine ^ S 2.8
Daniels 8 2.6Glacier 7 2.2Lewis & Clark 7 2.2
Teton 6 8.0
Lake 4 1.3
Lincoln 4 1.3
MeOene 3 1.0fools A 2 .6Mineral 1 .4
Missoula 1 .4
Havalll 1 •4Silver■Bow 1 .4
deffersoa 1 .4
Dawson 1 •4Fallon 1: .4
Out of State __4
TOTALS 307 100 $
Twenty-seven counties represented out of a total of fifty- 
six in state# 51.8$
fAMM XI
DISTRIBUTION OF HORTHERH MOKTAMA COLLEGE S W W T  EHROLLMBHT
BY COURTIBS, FALL QUARTER* 1951
BUstber Percent of
Countleg Represented of Students total Enrollment
Hill 66 26.9$
Phillips SO 12.7
Blaine 16 6.5
Cascade IS 5.3
Valley 12 4.9
Flathead 11 4.5
Roosevelt 11 4*5
liberty 10 4.1
lake 10 4.1
Pondera 8 3.2
Chateau 7 _ 2*9
G la c ie r  6 2 .4
tool# 6 2.4
Teton 6 2.4
Sheridan 6 2.4
Lincoln 3 1.2
Lewis & Clark 3 1.2
Daniel® 3 1.2
Richland 5 1.2
■Fergus, 2 .8
Silver Bow 2 .8
Wibaux 1 .4
IcOom  ' 1 .4
Petroleum 1 ,4
Out of '.State 8 3.2
TOTAI0 245 100 $
twenty^four counties represented out of a total of f ifty**si3cIn the state. 42.8$
*X2X*
TABLE XXI
BISTRIBOTION OF HOHTHEHN BOSTAMA COLLEGE STUDENT EHROLLMEKT 
BY FIELD OF STUDY, FALL QUARTER, 1948
W I M &  at  Study
Humber
o f
Percent o f 
T o ta l Inyo:
Education 60 m M
Ssereb& rta l 45 20 .3
Oemersl ( I t ) f 14 *4 )
M edical (1 1 ) ( §*9>
Engineering 42
A-
19*0
Business A d m in is tra tio n 22 9*9
Chem aitry ?
A
8 .1
1 .8
Law 4 1 .8
L ib e ra l A rt# 4 1 .8
S o c ia l Selene# 4
■i,
1 .8
Hurslng 4
. *
1*0
Pre^Mediein# I 1*4
Home Economies 3 1*4
D e n tis try 2 *9
F o re s try 1 .5
M edical Technology 1 .5
M ining 1 *5
D ra ftin g 1 .5
Hot L is te d 13 r M
TOTAL m 100 *
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TABLE XIII
DISTRIBUTION OP NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE STODBNT ENROLLMENT 
BY FIELD OF STUDY, FALL QUARTER, 1943
Field of Study
Humber 
of Students
Percent of 
Total Euro!
Secretarial 33 "5 3 *9 $
Cener&l (25) (22.3)
Medical (IS) (11.6)
Education S3 29.5
Business Administration ID 8*7
Engineering f 8.3
Hursing 4 3.6
liberal Arts 4 3*6
Social Science 3 2*7
Pre-Medicine 3 2.7
Home Economics 3 2*7
Chemistry t 1*9
Medical Technology 1 *3
Pharmacy 1 *8
Drafting 1 .8
t o m 113 100 %
-1 2 3 -  
TABLE XIV
DISTRIBUTION OP HORTHEBH MONTAK A COLLEGE STUDENT ENROLLMENT 
BV FIELD OF STUDY, FALL QUARTER, 1944
Humber Percent of
Field of Study of students Total Enrollment
m mmm m m m m m  mmmmm mmmmm mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmrn’ rnmmmtmmmmmmim mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmrnmmmm
Education SO 29.4)£
■Secretarial SO 29.4
General tm (16.6)
Medical <15) (12.8)
Business Administration 10 16.6
Liberal Arts 0 5.9
Engineering 0 5.9
Chemistry 4 3.9
Social Science 3 2.9
Bone Economics 2 2.0
Pre-Law a 2.0
Journalism i 1.0
Medical Technology l 1.0
Pre-Medicine WMMMNli) 1.0
TOTAL 102 100 )6
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TABLE m
DISTRIBUTION OF NORTHERS' MONTANA COLLEGE STUDENT ENROLLMENT 
BY FIELD OF STOTT, FALL QUARTER, 194S
Number Percent of
Field of Study of Students Total Enrollment
Secretarial 53 38.1#
General (25) (18.1)
Medical ( m (19.3)
Legal ( I) ( .7)
Education 23 16.5
Business Administration 22 15. 8iwt *•* e**
Engineering 13 9*3
Liberal Arts 9 6*4
Home Economics 4 2*9
Nursing 3 2*1
Medical Technology 2 1*4
Social Science 1 .8
Pharmacy 1 .8
Industrial Arts 1 .8
Dentistry' 1 *8
Not Listed _ _g 4*3
TOTAL 221 100 i
tABLI Ml
msmmmtow m Mmrmm mmi m  colliob syucbiit eieolliott
BY FIELD OF STTOY, FALL Q'UAHfEH, 1940
taber Percent of
of Students total EnrollmentField of Study
mmmnmmpmnnm!* m m m m  m m t f m m m m m m m f
Engineering
Business Administration 
Seeretarial 
Oeneral 
Medical 
Education 
Liberal Arts 
Pre-Medtcine 
Sooi&l Selene#
Hurslng 
■Chemistry 
Agriculture 
Forestry 
industrial Arts 
Home Economics 
Journalism 
Pre-Law 
Pharmacy 
Dentistry 
Medical technology 
Mot Listed 
TOTAL
•72 22,1*
60 1S.7*
58 18.4,
(SO) ( 8*8)
(28) ( 8.8)
42 15*1
14 4.4
14 4.4
10 8.1
4 1.3
4 1.3
3 .9
3 .9
2 .0
2 .6
2 *6
2 .8
2 *8
1 *3
1 .3
28 7.8
321 100 $
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TABLE XYII
DISTRIBUTION OF NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE STUDENT lIROlX«if
W  WIELD OF STUDY, FALL QUARTER, 1947
Humber Percent of
Field of Study of Students Total Enrollment
Education 58 17*0$
Business1 Administration 68 17*0
Secretarial 57 16*8
General (25) ( 7*3)
Medical (30) ( 8*9)
Legal ( a) ( .5)
Engineering 42 12*4
Liberal Arts 21 6*2
Pharmacy 20 5.9
Industrial Arts 13 3*8
Dentistry 9 2*6
P re-Law 8 2*3
Pre-Medicine 8 2*3
Agriculture 7 2.1
Journalism 7 2*1
Pharmacy 6 1*8
Social Science 
Forestry
3 1.5
5 1*5
Chemistry 3 .9
Automotive Mechanics 2 .6
Home Economics 1 .3
Hot Listed 10 2.9
TOTAL 340 100 %
-18V
TABU! XVII!
DISTRIBUTION OP NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE STUDENT ENROLLMENT 
BY FIELD OP STUDY, PALL QUARTER, 1948
Number Percent of
Field of Study of Studenta Total Enrollment
Education 60 18*S$»
Secretarial 54' 16*7
Oeneral (23) ( 7*1)
Medical <30) { 9.3)
Mgal ( 1) < *3)
Engineering 44 13*6
Business Administration 33 10*3
Industrial Arts IS 5.5
lurslng 18 5*5
liberal Arts 16 4.9
Pre-Mediein® 11 3*7
Chemistry 8 2.4
Santistry 8 2*4
Horn# Economics 6 1*8
Automotive Mechanics 5 1.6
Social Science 5 1*6
Fre~I#aw 4 1*2
Agriculture 3 *9
Journalism 2 *6
Pharmacy 1 .3
Not Mated 27 8.5
f o m 323 100 $
7 ABLI XIX
OISTBXBOTXOlf OF VOHTHBHH M0ITAHA 0OUJEOB 89080* EtlOLLlOTT
if fxbld  of t m m *  fall qpA nm » 1949
Mtaafeer tereent of
Field of Study of Students ^ s a l l a s ^
Education m 31.3#
Business A&nlnistratlon aa 14.5
Secretarial St 13.5
General (18) { 4.6)
Medical (34f ( @*8)
Industrial Arts 36 9.4
tnglneerins 93 6.0
Liberal Arts 16 4.6
Arsing 13 3.7
Ohemistry 9 2.3
fre«Medicl*ie 9 2.3
Journalism 6 2.0
Bentlatry 7 1.8
Social Science 6 1.6
Pharmacy 4 1.0
fre-Lae 3 .8
Homo Economics 3 *8
Medical Teehmelogy 2 .5
Forestry 2 .5
Agriculture 2 .3
Hot Listed 11 v ■,«*#
TOTAL 367 100 #
TABLE IX
DISTRIBUTION OF NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE STUDIO ENROLLMENT 
BY P l U a  OF STUDY, PALL QUARTO# 1950
Number Percent cf
Field of Study of Students Total Ewellmerb
Education lot 55*0
Secretarial 41 14*5
done m l <15) ( 4*9)
Medical (27) ( 8,8)
Legal ( m ( .3)
Business Administration 42 13.8
Industrial Arts SO 9.8
Engineering 17 5*6
Nursing 13 4.2
Liberal Arts 13 4.2
Journalises a 2.6
Social Selene# 6 2.0
Prowledtelre 6 t.O
Chemistry 4 1.3
Pharmacy 4 1.3
Medical Technology 4 1.3
Pre-Law 3 1.0
Automotive Mechanic# 2 .6
Home Economies 2 .6
Agriculture 2 .6
Hot Listed 5 1.6
TOTAL 307 100 %
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TABLR XXI
BISTHIBOTIGW OP NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE STUDENT BNHOttMBHT 
BY FIELD OF STOUT» PALL QUARTER, 1951
Numbcp Pcpeont of
89
Bite ante
Education
Secretarial
General
Medical
Legal
Huraing
Business Administration 
Engineering 
Industrial Arts 
Automotive Mechanic®
Pro*Modlcine 
Journalism 
Liberal Arts 
Agriculture 
Forestry 
Home Economics 
Medical Technology 
Chemistry 
Pharmacy 
Social Science 
Drafting 
Mot Mated 
TOTAL
46 18,8
(SI) ( 8*5)
(24) C 2*8)
( U ( .4)
24 9.9
17 6*2
17 6*9
IS S.4
12 4*9
5 2*1
4 1*6
4 1.6
2 .8
2 *8
2 *8
2 *8
1 .4
1 *4
1 *4
1 *4
— 1 --- *̂8
246 100 %
Year
1942
1943
1244
1943
1946
1947
1948
1949
1960
TOTAL
1951
TABLE XXII
PATTERN OP ATTRITION FOB FBBSMES ESTEBIH0 NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE
PALL QUARTERS* 1941-1960
Total Wo. 
Freshmen
Entering
Wo* of 
Students 
Lost by 
end of 
1st* Qtr*
Percentage 
of lose 
by end of 
let* Qtr.
Wo. of 
Students 
Lost by 
end of 
■2nd* Qtr*
Percentage 
of loss 
by end of 
2nd. Qtr.
Wo. of 
Students 
Lost by 
end of 
3rd* Qtr*
Percentage 
of loss 
by end of 
3bd* Qtr*
140 16 11$ 39 ffl$ 85 60$
76 7 9 14 18 38 49
60 4 7 9 15 24 40
104 12 12 20 20 46 45
232 29 13 48 21 99 43
216 34 16 55 26 104 49
188 28 15 47 25 84 45
250 28 11 61 24 111 44
157 24 15 49 31 83 52
1*423 182 13^ 342 24$ 674 41$
149 14 2$ 43 m $ 80 %Z$
{Continued on next pages Second Year)
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TABLE XXII (continued)
PATTERN OF ATTRITION FOR FRESHMEN ENTERING NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE
FALL Q0ARTERS* 1941-1950
Tear
Total No.
Freshmen
Entering
No. of 
Students 
Lost by 
end of 
4th. Qtr.
Percentage 
of loss 
by end of 
4th* Qtr.
No. of 
Students 
Lost by 
end of 
5th. Qtr.
Percentage 
of loss 
by end of 
5tt» iŝjSjL
No. ofStudents 
Lost by 
end of 
6th. Qtr.
Percentage 
of loss 
by end of 
6th. Qtr.
1942 140 96 68# 101 72# 128 91#
1943 76 40 52 42 55 70 92
1944 60 25 42 30 50 55 92
1945 104 53 51 59 56 95 91
1946 232 109 47 117 51 213 92
1947 216 118 55 129 60 199 96
1948 188 93 50 105 56 180 97
1949 250 124 49 140 56 243 97
1950 157 86 55 JLI 59 152 97
TOTAL 1.423 744 52# 816 57# 1.335 93#
(Continued on next page)
>e
si
TABU? XXII {continued)
PATTERN OP ATTRITION FOR FRKSHMBS ENTERING NORTHERN SOHTANA COLLEGE
FALL QUARTERS, 1941-1950
Ho. of
Students Percentage 
Total. Ho. Lost after of loss after No. of Percentage of
Freshmen Bore thank more than Students Students
Tear Entering Six Q.trs, Six Gtrs, Graduated Graduated
194a 140 140 100# 25 18#
1943 76 76 100 30 40
1944 60 :m 100 23 38
1943 104 104 100 40 38
1946 239 232 100 77 S3
1947 216 216 100 82 m
1948 188 188 100 61 32
1949 250 230 100 98 39
1950 157 157 100 63 40
1,423 100# 499 35<
MIGRATION OF NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE STUDENTS FOR FURTHER EDUCATION*
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TABLE XXIII {continued)
§3
MIGRATION OF NORTHERN MONTANA COL LEGS STUDENTS FOE FOHTHBK EDUCATION *
. § S 8 8c ft ft o o o o
5 1 g *  .m *p 4* ■ ~ 434* « o O OJ o o ge © <P 0 . 4> 4a s® S _ f * . © €4> I #  nS4> *0 0 * *0 4a *© *S3
©4 eo S3 |? *§ © U  0 0  $4*0 0  h 0- | «  4> |4> 4)U C %* © c« £0 # e 0 0I g g g
it* »f5i > § © ^ « © i»i h # & © © &**■*«&  I  ©  &4 #4 ** fit $* W  fr* §4 *0 04 &4 S  $*
| b? SI ! Sfe I £3 K SBj $ S§ % £ m
Fre~Mediclne 8 1 12$
Home Kconomies 8
Dentistry 5 1 33$
Forestry 1 1 100$
Medical fectoology 3
Industrial Arts 3 ___ ___
TOTALS 338 27 11$ 8 3$ 2 1$ 1 Q
\
(continued on next page}
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TABLE XXIII (continued)
MIGRATION OP HORTHKRH MORTARA COLLEGE STUBENTS FOR F0RTHHE EDUCATION^
J?*&043m
o
*©H©
c o
c
mri
m  43 s
43 m o .C ® 43 R©
9  0 e
*0 &
0
43© d #43 W © m
m  n ft d©  d 43i« u  u 13owe m  «s #i u* fe*r? is ol«O c ol 4 a ed *
Pre-Medicine 8 1
Home Economics 8 1
BentIstry 8
Forestry 1
Medical Technology 8
industrial Arts 5 Jl
TOTALS 238 11
I xa£ 
 50pf
o
s 5
S 3*© *6 d
£ fe &© 43
*4 2© c
d *© 14 *H( g« •©
60m4*09
©$4
. *©%4 ©© 43 « d43 0
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fe§4*im e© 43 d d It 43 
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i
i
26
I
Iio
Ite
1 33$
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m
u
? 043 43
8 2
I Sit m it#  43*« 2 « d
i •«It *rt §4*©
33$
20$ _ 
10$ 7
9tc
£deei«©m
d43o
V®f> 1 12#
&
$c®o
f c®Jt.
50$
50$
67$
100$
33$
60$
«
%SUt Montana State University* MSCt Montana State Collegef EMC OB i las t o m  Montana Collago of Education; WMCOEs Western Montana College of Education
This table is based upon tabulations ©ads from replies by graduated students to an 
Alumni Questionnaire* Six hundred Questionnaires were mailed; 238 had been re­
turned at time this table was computed*
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TABffi XXIV (continued)
DISTRIBUTION OP H0HTHS8H MONTANA COLLEGE STUDENT ENHOLLMKOT BY LOCATION 
OP HISH SCHOOL EDUCATION, POST-EDUCATION OCCUPATION, PRESENT LOCATION*
&
Bm
*4o
Hm*ri
fe
m4»<3 f © Um #4B sellm & &«H O t* *-t Q © 4>
• « s
§*S4> O
o o See
i-afc*4a* is
ftm•pc©©*«©
it?4»
6 mm 43p *& 43S** 80
©m
BnmoumA*
©«
. Uoa*0 K©*«S 3H ®r40*4It* o
ft
St
©©u©
r-t mO 04*o © ti ®
«0 J* *4 Oa  ©
&<s4*S©O$4©
Nursing 2 1 S0$ 1 50$ a 100$
Pre-Medicine B 8 ioo$ 5 83$ 1 12%
Hois© Economics 2 2 ioo$ i 50$ 1 50%
©entistry a 3 100% I 33$
Forestry i 1 100% 1 100$
Medical Tech* 3 3 100% i 33$ 1 33$
Industrial Arts __5 _ _§ 100% __2 40$ ..1 2 0 $
T0TAIS 238 2 m 96% 8 4$ 178 74$ 31 13$
(continued on next page)
TABLE XXIV (continued)
DISTRIBUTION OP NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE STUDENT ENROLLMENT BY LOCATION 
OP HISH SCHOOL EDUCATION, POST-EDUCATION OCCUPATION, PRESENT LOCATION*
&£4*m
0
'Or-t©
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m•pa ©jg fa*D
5 <$2m c fi«H O %4 fa «H0 ® 45
> s ^
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At
Bdmeatlon 88 72 825? IB 13)C 3 4$ 1 15?
Secretarial 61 33 54)? m 44$ 1 25?
General ( 24) { 18} { 75J?) ( 6) ( 25$)
Medical { 35) { 13) { 37<?) C 21) ( @ 0 $ ) C 1) ( 3*)
Legal ( 2) ( 2) (1005?)
Engineering 14 7 50J? 2 14$ 3 22$ 2 14!?
Business Ad# 28 IS 68!? 2 n 2 7!? 5 18J?
Chemistry 1 1 100$
Pre-Law 4 2 SO!? 2 50!?
Liberal Arts 8 3 37J? 1 13$ 4 505?
Social Science 10 7 70S? 2 20$ 1 1 0 5?
{continued on next page)
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fhis table Is based upon tabulations made from replies by graduated students to an 
Alumni questionnaire. Six hundred questionnaires were mailed,j 238 returned at 
time this table was computed.
TABLE JOT
OCCUPATION OP PARENTS CP ENROLLED STUDENTS OP V0S9HSSV MONTANA COLLEGE
PALL QUARTER, 1942-195X
Parents *
Occupation 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951
Agriculture 97 54 46 52 93 117 134 156 133 94
Business 25 5 7 16 43 49 43 45 88 27
Oorenment 6 5 1 7 12 8 4 11 f 3
G. IT. Railroad* 23 14 11 17 65 62 37 37 32 23
Laher 53 26 22 33 66 70 69 89 82 74
Professional 12 4 6 13 25 21 22 26 21 16
Unemployed 1 3 1 2 1 11 2
Wot Listed 4 » 9 15 12 14 22 8
TOTALS 221 112 102 139 $21 340 $23 387 307 : 245
^Great Northern Railroad
-143
TABUS XXVI
POPULATION, NUMBER OP HOUSEHOLDS, RETAIL SALES, FARM RATES
OF NORTH KRS MONTANA COLLEGE SERVICE AREA BY COUNTIES*
Population.
Blaine Cascade Choteat
Estimated, 1981 8,800 52,900 7,000
Census, 1980 8*475 52,408 6,008
Census, 1940 9,566 41,999 7,316
Households
Estimated# 1981 8,830 16,820 2,830
Census (prelm.), 1980 8,798 16,858 2,504
Census# 1940 2,443 18,448 2,121
■Radio Hemes Ceat*) 2,730 18,420 2,480
Hotoll Bales
Per Household# 1980 1 2,871 # 4 ,466 # 3 ,284
Per Capita# 1950 # 948 # 1 ,420 1 1 ,187
Farm Hates
Farm Population (eat#)# 1981 3,400 4,300 3,700
Farm Households (est*), 1951 980 1 ,240 1,120
Farm Radio Homes (est*) , 1951 930 1 ,210 1 ,100
Ineorne per Home (est*), 1980 #18,415 #11,804 #17,927
Income per Capita test*), 1980 $3*505 1 3*404 $ 5 ,426
Mo* of Farms {census)* 1945 917 1 ,1 82 1 ,1 89
Standard Rate & Lata Service, Conataaer Markets. 1951-1952,pp. 346-349, — — — »
TABLE XXVI (continued)
POPULATION, NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS, RETAIL SALES, FARM RATES
OF NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE SERVICE AREA BY COUNTIES*
Daniels Flathead Glacier
Population
Estimated, 1951 4,000 31,700 9,700
Census, 1950 5,988 31,412 9,633
Census, 1940 4,565 24,271 9,034
Households
Estimated, 1951 1,320 10,840 3,030
Census {prelm.), 19S0 1,304 10,751 2,998
Census, 1940 1,178 7,111 2,386
Radio Homes {©st.} 1,300 10,580 2,890
Retail Sales
Per Household, 1950 # 3,842 f 3,635 1 3,951
Per Capita, 1950 # 1,268 # 1,243 # 1,234
Fans Hates
Farm Population {est.), 1951 2,000 5,100 2,100
Farm Households (est.), 1951 570 1,530 670
Farm Radio Homes Cast,), 1951 660 1,490 540
Income per Home (eat.), 1950 #22,386 I 3,587 1 9,612
Income per Capita { © S t . ) ,  1950 # 6,580 # 1,076 # 2,609
Ho. of Farms (census), 1945 674 1,541 517
^Standard Rate & Data Service, pp. 346-549* Consumer Markets* 1951-1952
TABLE XXVI (continued)
POPULATION* HUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS, RETAIL SALES, FARM RATES
OF NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE SERVICE ARIA BI COUNTIES**
Population 
Estimated, 1951 
Census, 1950 
Census, 1940 
Households 
Estimated, 1951 
Census (prelm*), 1950 
Census, 1940 
Radio Homes (est*) 
Retail Sales 
Pei* Household, I960 
Pep Capita, 1950 
Farm Rates
till Judith Basin Liberty
14,400 5,200 2,200
14,281 3,204 2,168
13,304 3,655 2,209
4,590 990 800
4,549 985 793
3,556 1,027 647
4,480 960 770
#3,850 
# 1,229
Farm Population (est*), 1951 5,500
Farm Households (est*), 1951 950
Farm Radio Homes (eat*), 1951 950
Inoome per Borne (est*), 1950 #15,515
Income per Capita test*), 1950 # 5,382 
Ho* of Farms (census), 1945 1,055
I 5,121
# 960
1,800
550
520
#15,285
# 4,795
# 5,178 
,v # 1,155
1,100
540
530
#15,841
# 4,896
349
^Standard Rate A Data Service* Consumer Markets* 1951-1952.pp* 346-349
**14 6**
TABLE XXVI {continued)
POPULATION, WOMBKR OF H00SEH0LD3, RETAIL SALES, FARM RATES
of mrnmm Montana college service area by counties*
Lincoln Phillips Pondera
JSaaslaSisa
Fstlm&ted* 1051 8* 800 6,400 6,500
Census, 1.950 8,672 6,54$ 6,499
Census* 1940 7,882 8,898 6,716
Households
Estimated* 1951 2,870 2,330 9,080
Census {prelm*)* 1950 2,844 2,304 2,062
Census* 1940 2,547 2,504 1,704
Radio Homes (est*) 2,780 2*260 2,020
Retail Sales
For Household* 1950 # 2,534 # 2,979 H 4,368
Per Capita* 1950 1 761 # 1,054 # 1,398
Farm Rates
Far® Population (est*)* 1951 1,700 3,000 2*700
Farm Households (est*.).* 1951 510 920 770
Far® Radio Hoses (est*)* '1951 490 890 750
Income per Home (est#)* 1950 1 8,235 I 9,790 #15,578
Income per Capita (est*)* 1950 I 671 4 3*002 # 4,586
No. of Farms (census)* 1045 488 995 787
■“Standard Rate k Data Service, Consumer Markets, 1951-1952.pp. 346-349
-147-
TABLE XXVI (continued)
POPULATION, HUMBER OP HOUSEHOLDS, RETAIL SALES, FARM RATES
OF NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE SERVICE AREA HI COUNTIES*
Roosevelt Sheridan feton
Population
Estimated, 1951 9,600 6,700 7,200
Census, 1950 9,550 6,628 7,130
Cantu®, 1940 9,806 7,814 6,923
Households
Estimated, 1951 6,950 2,270 2,350
Census {prelm#), 1950 2,918 2,258 2,328
Census, 1940 2,462 2,011 1,996
Radio Hones (est*) 2,870 2,220 S, 300
Retail Salas
Per Household, 1950 # 4,849 I 3,526 # 3,800
Per Capita# 1950 # 1,490 # 1,195 # 1,240
farm Rates
.Farm Population (est*)# 1951 3,300 3,500 3,500
Farm Households, (est.), 1951 820 1,040 1,040
.Fam Radio Homes Cast#)# 1951 800 1,020 1,020
Income par Home (est*)# 1950 #14,165 #16,058 #13,595
Income par Capita (est#}, 1950 # 3,520 1 4,771 # 4,040
Ho#-of Farms (census), '1945 @49 1,113 1,053
^Standard late k 8ata Service, Consumer Markets, 1951-1952,
-148.
TABLE XXVI {continued)
POPULATION, HUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS, RETAIL SALES, FARM RATES
OF NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE SERVICE AREA W  COUNTIES*
Hstimated* 1951 
Census, 1950 
Census* 1940
Istim&ted* 1951 
Census {prel«*)* 1950 
Census* 1940 
Ragle Bones (est.)
Retail Sales 
Per Household* 1050 
Per Capita* 1950 
farm Hates 
F a m  Population (est*.)* 1951 
Fan® Households (est*)* 1951 
F a m  Radio Homes (est*)* 1051 
Income per Home (est*)* 1950 
Income per Capita (est*)* 1950 
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Twenty-three counties represented, 41# of total counties
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Out of State: 3 5*3%
Total Enrollment: 139
Eighteen counties represented, 32.1% of total countie*
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STUDENT ENROLLMENT BY COUNTIES, FALL QUARTER, 1946
MAP VII
Out of state: 7 2,2$
Total Enrollment: 323
Twenty-six counties represented, 46.4# of total counties*
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STUDENT ENROLLMENT BY COUNTIES, FALL QUARTER, 1947
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MAP VIII
Out of state: 10 2.95&
Total Enrollment: 340
Twenty-nine counties represented, 51*3% of total counties.
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STUDENT ENROLLMENT BT COUNTIES, FALL QUARTER, 1949
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PICTORIAL DISTRIBUTION OF NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE 
STUDENT ENROLLMENT BY COUNTIES, FALL QUARTER, 1950
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MAP XI Sf —' o Number of students from county
Out of state! 4 1*3#
Total Enrollment* 307 °* Poreentafje of total enrollment
Twenty-seven counties represented, 51.8# of total counties*
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Out of state: 6 3.2%
Total Lnrollaent: 245
Twenty-four counties represented, 42.8J& of total counties
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PICTORIAL DISTRIBUTIuH OP HORTHERM MONTANA COLLEGE 
STUDE8T EMHOLLMEMT 01 COUNTIES, PALL CJDARTE.l, 1951A0 Muaber of students from county 
Ojt Percentage of total enroilaent
mmmk mmo stAfiom*
Location Call Letters Manager
Anaconda KAMA A. J. Meshy
Billings mm Men Moby
K0HL Id Yocum
E0OK ¥. ¥. Clark
Boseman KBMH 0. Merman Penwell
KXLQ Ernest A. Meath
Butte mm
mm M  Cooney
k k l f Arne E. AnzJon
Glendive KXOK Daniel 0. Helen
Croat Falls #sjp no J. P. Wilkins
KMON Hebert H. Warner
KKLE &* D. Frayllng
Havre K0JM Charlotte H. Brader
Helena mm K. 0. MacFhersonw f  y .Barclay Craighead
Kalispell xras Donald C. frelear
lewisiown m o W. 0. Kelly
Mbby KLCB Oliver C. Coburn
Livingston EPRK P* B* MeA&a®
Miles City XRiJF Ian A. Klllet
Missoula KCrVO A. J* Mosby
mrTTfuuut* Fat M. Coodover
Shelby KIYI John J. Hurley
Sidney max 1. I. Kreaback
*1963 iroadeastlnjz Yearbook Issue, copyrighted Broadcasting l^blications# rnc., pp. 192-194.
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MONTANA DAILY NEWSPAPERS*
City Publication
Publisher 
or Editor
Anaconda Anaconda Standard George Adams
Billings Billing® Gazette Harold Seipp
Bozeman Bozeman Chronicle Jefferson Jones
Butt® Montana Standard Law Hisken
Daily Post 0. W, Moon
Billon Dillon Tribune 1* C* and S* S* Townsend
Glendive Daily Hanger SSax Lewis
Great Falla Great Falls fribune Alexander Warden
Great Palls Leader P* M. Tenney
Hamilton Havalli Republican Jack B* Coulter
Havre Havre Daily Hews John. F* M. Travis
Helena Independent Record E. A* By®
.fall spell Bally Xnterlake It* D. Glover
Lewis town Daily Mews Ken R* Byerly
Livingston Enterprise Robert Miller
Miles City Daily Star
Missoula Daily Mis soul lan Guy Mooney
Missoula Sentinel Guy looney
^Newspapers of Montana, 1953," (Klasoulat Montana Stats 
tfotverelty# School of Journal ism)
MOHTANA WEEKLY MmPAPEBS*1
m m Publication
Publisher
or Editor
Balhvill© Bainvlll© Democrat Vukellch & Downs
Baker fallen County flues Lloyd hathrop
Belgrade Belgrade Journal L. K. Williams
Bolt Belt Valley flutes. lari L. Mizen
Big Sandy Big Sandy Mountaineer L. W. Lawrence
Big Timber Big flatter Pioneer lay t* Beck. and Lament 
X. Book
Billings Billings Times H* M* Morris
Yellowstone Mews Fred Martin
Western livestock 
Reporter Herbert Jillson
Western newspaper 
Union Julian lawman* Mgr.
Boulder Boulder Monitor A* H# Hi seisin
Bozeman Bozeman Courier Harry Duntsch
Bridger Bridger Times S. A. Jfethery
Broedus Powder liver lacamlner Ashton Jones
Browning Browning Chief Thomas E. Boypay
Cascade Cascade Courier R* C* Berger
Chester Liberty County Times Irvin Hutchinson
Chinook Chinook Opinion V. M. McIntyre
Choteau Choteau Ancantha Jere Coffey
Circle Circle Sinner Ben M. Larson
#*Mewepapers of Montana* 1953* (Missoula* Montana State 
University* School of Journalism)
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mmmA u m i  NEWSPAPERS {continued)
city
Columbia Palls
Columbus
Conrad
Culbertson
Cut Bank
Boor Lodge
Billon
Ekalaka
Fairfield
Falrvlew
Forsyth
Fort Benton
Fromberg
Geraldine
Glasgow
Great Falls
Hamilton- 
Hardin 
Harlem 
Harlowton
Publication
Hungry Horse Mews
Columbus Mews
Xndependent-Observer
Culbertson Searchlight
Pioneer Press
Silver State Post
Billon Bxaal&er
Ekalaka Eagle
Fairfield Times
Painrlew Mews
Forsyth Independent
Hirer Press
Premberg Herald
Geraldine Herlew
Glasgow Courier
Montana Pam®r*»Stoetaan
Montana Gil & Mining 
Journal
Register, Eastern 
Montana Edition.
Western lews
Tribune-Her&ld
Harlem Mews
Harlowton Times
Publisher 
or Editor
Melvin Huder
C* G. Harlan
Wm. 1* Bader
Buane Robinson
Ban Whetstone
■J* o. Gehrett
Sassmm
Tom €# Taylor
Howard D. Cunningham
I. 1* Ailing
B. J * JfcCausland
Joel H* Overholser
B. f . Crossen
W* 1# Webb
T. y* Hocking
Lester Cole
Al Raymond
Rev. Bernard Gelsea 
Miles Romney 
Ray Criswell 
?. M* McIntyre 
Harold 0. Steams
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MOKTASA WEEKLY NEWSPAPERS (ooatlnu*d)
City Publication
Publisher
or Editor
Havre Havre Independent A. L* Williams and £« C* Abel
Helena fhe People* s foloe Harry Billings
legister* Western 
Montana Edition Her* James 1* White
Hinsdale Hinsdale tribune I* F. tuttle
Hobson Judith Basin Star Bobert S* Larson
Hot Springs Gams Hot Springs 
Exchange
i
Edna B. Gannaway
Hot Springs Sentinel lizard Shirley
Hyahaia Bysham Echo Collins. C* Caldwell
Jordan Jordan tribune Georg# Larson
Haltspell Times-Monltor Howard T. Miller
Kalispell Bew*«»F&n
Journal Frank H* Trippet
Laurel Laurel Outlook Joseph Gehrett and 0 
Calvert
Lewiatown fhe Argus-Fanser Ken H. Byerly
Libby Western Hews W* I* Littell
Livingston Park Coxinty Hews Fred J* Martin
Malta Phillips County Hews J. Bussell Larcombe
Manhattan Inter»llountala Press L* K* Williams
Missoula the times C* J. Doherty
Phlllipsburg Phlllipsburg Mall toy A* Welts
Plains Plainsman Donald Coe
-167'
MOHTAHA WEBKLY HEW3PAPERS (continued)
City Publication
Publisher 
or Editor
Plentywood FXentywood Herald J• Stuart Polk
Poison Flathead Courier Homer Murphy
Poplar Poplar Progressive Vukellch A "Downs
Poplar Standard Vukelich A Downs
Red Lodge Carbon County Hews Owen Weich
Ronan Honan Pioneer Ray M. homan
Roundup Heeord-Tribune Am W* Elaeleln
Hpegate Eastern Montana Clarion Carry Brammer
Saco Saco Independent Mrs. Frances Stevenson
Seobey Daniels County Leader Larry Bowler
Shelby Shelby Time# Lloyd Stlnebaugh
Shelby Promoter 1. Am Daubemspeek
Sidney Sidney Herald 0. II. Hurly
Stanford Judith Basin County 
Press Robert S.. Larson
Stevenavllle forthwest Tribune William Cochran
St. XgMtltt* St* Xgnatlua Post Millard Bullerdlck
Superior Mineral Independent R* Howell
ferry Terry Tribune D. 0* Bradley, Jr.
Thompson Falls Sanders County 
Independent ledger Mrs. W. C. Dunlap
Three Forks Three Forks Herald L. K. Williams
Townsend Townsend Star Grace Hollaway
Virginia 01ty Madisonian W. Heilman
Whiteflsh Whiteflsh Pilot a. w. Moss
**! 88 -
City
Whitehall
Whit© Sulphur 
Springs
Wthmm
Winnett
Wolf Point
MONTANA WEEKLY » S  PAPERS
Publication 
Jefferson Valley Hews
Meaner County lews 
PioneeiMlasette 
Winnett Ttms 
Herald-Hews
(continued)
Publisher 
or Edi tor
Patti B* Martinson
Fred Ward 
Jessie Stanehfield 
R* GU Glata 
Vukelich & Downs
proposed budget foe 1 9 5 5 * 5 5  biennium foe northern Montana
COLLEGE PUBLIC SERVICE DIVISION
1955*54
SALARY OF PUBLIC SERVICE 
DIRECTOR, 1O-M0STH CONTRACT #4,000*00
ALUMNI BUREAU
Secretary, 2 hrs* per day (5 days 
per week) I 270*00
Stamps# 7,000 alumni* one contact 420*00 
Printing, bulletin, 4 times $ #600 1,200*00 
Stamps* mailing bulletin (4 times) 750*
m p m :
AID CQBRESPONDINCI
Secretary, 2 hrs* per day (5 days 
per week)
Stamps, letters, etc*
Supplies
PUBLIC
r
r
270.00
50.00
25*00
mm : w
Secretary, 2 hrs* per day (5 days 
per week)
Stamps 
Supplies 
Engraring, cuts 
Photography 
Recruiting {travel)
Recruiting (letters, follow-up)
Telephone
Entertainment
RADIO
Expendable supplies 
Permanent equipment 
Stamps
SPEAKERS * BUREAU 
Brochures
# 270.00
30.00 
25.(30100.00
50.00 
1,500.00
150.00100.00 
300.00
100.00
150.00
25,
1954-55
,4,300.00
I 270.00420.00 1,200.00
750.00
T 7S R ...
$
T
870.00
30.00
35.00 
T M
$ 270.00
30.00
25.00 100.00
50.00 
1,500.00
300.00100.00 
450.00
$W,'m.66
300.00
150.00 
50.00
•55 0 5
I 100.00 $ 100,00
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